
Standard Three
Resources

Mōhala i ka wai ka maka o ka pua.
“Unfolded by the water are the faces of the flowers.”

Flowers thrive where there is water, as thriving people are 
found where living conditions are good.



Standard Three 

RESOURCES 

 
 
 
The institution effectively uses its human, physical, technology, and financial 
resources to achieve its broad educational purposes, including stated student 
learning outcomes, and to improve institutional effectiveness. 
 
III.A. Human Resources 
 
The institution employs qualified personnel to support student learning pro-
grams and services wherever offered and by whatever means delivered, and to 
improve institutional effectiveness. Personnel are treated equitably, are evalu-
ated regularly and systematically, and are provided opportunities for profes-
sional development. Consistent with its mission, the institution demonstrates its 
commitment to the significant educational role played by persons of diverse back-
grounds by making positive efforts to encourage such diversity. Human resource 
planning is integrated with institutional planning. 
 
III.A.1. The institution assures the integrity and quality of its programs and 
services by employing personnel who are qualified by appropriate education, 
training, and experience to provide and support these programs and services. 
 
III.A.1.a. Criteria, qualifications, and procedures for selection of personnel are 
clearly and publicly stated. Job descriptions are directly related to institutional 
mission and goals and accurately reflect position duties, responsibilities, and 
authority. Criteria for selection of faculty include knowledge of the subject 
matter or service to be performed (as determined by individuals with discipline 
expertise), effective teaching, scholarly activities, and potential to contribute to 
the mission of the institution. Institutional faculty play a significant role in 
selection of new faculty. Degrees held by faculty and administrators are from 
institutions accredited by recognized U.S. accrediting agencies. Degrees from 
non-U.S. institutions are recognized only if equivalence has been established. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

The criteria that Kapi‘olani Community College uses for selecting faculty and 
staff, including minimum and desirable qualifications, are clearly stated in the 
position announcements that appear in the local newspaper and online at the 
University of Hawai‘i’s employment website. The College employs only faculty 
and staff who are fully qualified in education, training, and experience for their 
positions. 
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The University of Hawai‘i System has two general categories of employees: 
Board of Regents employees and Civil Service employees. Board of Regents 
employees include the Administrative, Professional, and Technical (APT) class, 
Faculty, and the Executive and Managerial group. Civil Service includes all other 
staff on campus. 
 
All classes of employment have position descriptions that define the duties and 
minimum requirements and desirable qualifications for the positions (References 
3A:01 and 3A:02). These descriptions are maintained in the Kapi‘olani CC Hu-
man Resources Office and in departments. 
 
For faculty, the University of Hawai‘i Community College system has established 
minimum qualifications for each of the academic disciplines including Instruction 
(Associate in Arts and Associate in Science), Academic Support, and Student 
Services (Reference 3A:03). 
 
In addition, the Collective Bargaining Agreements for each bargaining unit spec-
ify other contractual rights. These rights may be found in the United Public 
Workers (UPW) Unit 1 handbook for maintenance and custodial staff, the Ha-
wai‘i Government Employees Association (HGEA) Unit 3 and Unit 8 handbooks 
for clerical and APT staff, and in the University of Hawai‘i Professional Assem-
bly (UHPA) Unit 7 Contract for faculty (References 3A:04, 3A:05, 3A:06, and 
3A:07). 
 
When hiring for a position, campus leaders (such as a department chair or a pro-
gram director) create recruitment and selection committees. For faculty positions, 
the committees are made up primarily of faculty and may include other Board of 
Regents employees or Civil Service employees. Membership on the committee is 
determined by the department chair, program director, or dean according to pre-
determined standards usually created by the department or program. Each de-
partment has established guidelines and common practices for this process within 
the parameters of State law. 
 
Before positions are advertised, the campus Human Resources Office approves 
the positions and the wording of the announcement. In accordance with the appli-
cable Equal Employment Opportunities/Affirmative Action guidelines, positions 
are then advertised in the Work at UH website http://workatuh.hawaii.edu/, in the 
Sunday edition of the Honolulu Star Bulletin and in other publications as applica-
ble (Reference 3A:08). 
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Hiring for Faculty Positions 
For faculty positions, all applicants are screened through the recruitment and 
selection process to determine if they meet the minimum qualifications. Appli-
cants are asked to provide a written statement of how they meet the minimum and 
desirable qualifications for the position. Desirable qualifications as advertised are 
also checked and ranked during the screening process. This process determines 
which candidates will be interviewed. 
 
An Equal Employment Opportunities/Affirmative Action officer reviews the 
employment process to ensure that all requirements for Equal Employment Op-
portunities/Affirmative Action are met. After a candidate has been selected, a 
Board of Regents Recruitment/Selection Form 17 is completed to ensure that 
EEO/AA standards are maintained. Form 17 summarizes EEO/AA details about 
each candidate and the recruitment process for each position vacancy. The Form 
must include reasons for selecting a particular candidate (Reference: 3A:09). 
 
Based on the academic credentials of the applicants, a review of their work ex-
perience (application form and resume), their education or training (official tran-
scripts or certificates), and letters of reference, the College has evidence of the 
applicant’s knowledge and experience in the area specified by the position an-
nouncement (Reference 3A:10). 
 
During the interview process, applicants may be asked to demonstrate or provide 
a sample of their work. The content of the interview questions is determined by 
the selection committee and approved by the campus Human Resources Office. 
 
The College requires that official transcripts be provided from an accredited 
educational institution. The transcript is used to determine if the applicant meets 
the academic requirements for the position. International degrees are evaluated by 
recognized agencies to establish their equivalency to degrees from regionally 
accredited U.S. educational institutions. 
 
Hiring for Administrative, Professional and Technical (APT) Positions 
The selection process for filling Administrative, Professional, and Technical 
(APT) positions is similar to that of faculty except that if three or more applicants 
are currently in APT positions, they must be considered by the selection commit-
tee before the committee considers applications from non-APT applicants. If two 
or fewer applicants are currently in APT positions, the position can be made 
available to the general public. This part of the process is established by union 
contract. 
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Executive and Managerial Positions 
Like faculty and APT positions, executive and managerial positions are recruited 
through processes that are subject to EEO/AA guidelines. Candidates for execu-
tive and managerial positions other than Chancellor are screened by two selection 
committees, one consisting of faculty and staff and another consisting of mem-
bers of the administrative staff. The committees forward their recommendations 
to the Chancellor, who makes the final selection. The Chancellor’s selection is 
forwarded to the Board of Regents through the Vice President for Community 
Colleges and the President of the University. The Regents make the appointment. 
 
When applicants for the position of Chancellor are recruited, the Board of Re-
gents initiates the search and delegates the process to the Office of Vice President 
for Community Colleges. The selection committees may include members from 
outside the College, and the process is typically coordinated by staff from both 
outside and inside the College, with the campus-based person taking the lead. The 
Board of Regents approves the candidate recommended by the selection commit-
tees. 
 
Hiring for Civil Service Positions 
Vacancies for civil service positions are recruited in this order: 1) internally 
within the University of Hawai‘i System; 2) within other State offices/agencies 
(optional); and 3) from the applicant list of State Department of Human Resource 
Development. If no candidate is selected internally, a list of eligible candidates is 
requested from the State Department of Human Resource Development. This list 
consists of people who have taken an exam through the Department of Human 
Resource Development. The list is valid for a pre-determined amount of time and 
only individuals on the list may be selected for an interview. 
 
The department chair or program director coordinates the interview process, 
including selection of the members of the interview committee, scheduling the 
interviews, and recommending candidates for hiring. 
 
Delays in Selection of Applicants 
The integrity of the hiring process is so structured that these requirements some-
times become barriers to hiring the best person for the position (Reference 
3A:11). This result occurs most often when the process is so lengthy that the 
desired candidate accepts other employment before the College makes its offer of 
employment. 
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Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. The hiring process for both faculty and staff is 
fundamentally sound and accomplishes what is required. However, the College 
does need to address the length of the selection process, especially as the locus of 
responsibility moves from the department to the dean to the Chancellor. 
 
Planning Agenda 

The interim staff of College Human Resources Office is updating and formalizing 
the College screening process into one written set of guidelines, improving the 
timelines, thereby streamlining the entire hiring process. 
 
 
III.A.1.b. The institution assures the effectiveness of its human resources by 
evaluating all personnel systematically and at stated intervals. The institution 
establishes written criteria for evaluating all personnel, including performance 
of assigned duties and participation in institutional responsibilities and other 
activities appropriate to their expertise. Evaluation processes seek to assess 
effectiveness of personnel and encourage improvement. Actions taken follow-
ing evaluations are formal, timely, and documented. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

The College has a structured evaluation system in place to evaluate all personnel 
at determined intervals of employment. These procedures and employee rights are 
spelled out in the contracts between the University and unions (References 
3A:04, 3A:06, and 3A:07). 
 
Evaluation of the Faculty 
For evaluating instructional faculty, the College uses an institutional Student 
Feedback Survey Form (Reference 3A:12). The student evaluation, administered 
in class at the end of each semester, is mandatory for all faculty until such time as 
they are tenured or promoted (and optional thereafter). After the instructor leaves 
the classroom, the students, using this instrument, evaluate instructors on a wide 
range of criteria ranging from “The instructor spoke clearly.” to “The instructor 
knew the subject area” to “The instructor treated students fairly.”  
 
A student member of the class then delivers the completed evaluation forms in a 
sealed envelope to the Office of Planning and Institutional Research. The forms 
are computer scanned, and summaries of the evaluations are made available to 
instructors after the grades have been submitted at the semester’s end (Reference 
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3A:13). Teaching faculty use these summaries as evidence of their teaching 
ability when applying for Contract Renewal, Tenure, or Promotion. 
 
Peer evaluations are also an important part of the faculty member’s dossier for 
Contract Renewal, Tenure, and Promotion. Usually the department chair assigns 
tenured faculty to observe classes of their non-tenured colleagues and provide a 
written evaluation of the aspects of the class observed. Non-instructional faculty 
may ask tenured faculty who are familiar with their discipline to complete similar 
evaluations of their work. Evaluators discuss the evaluations with the instructor. 
 
Contract Renewal for Faculty 
Probationary faculty in tenure-track positions must submit dossiers in their appli-
cation for contract renewal every two years during their first four years, and a 
final document during their fifth year when they apply for tenure. Temporary 
faculty, and those in non-tenure-track positions, must submit an application for 
contract renewal every year after their first year of hire. Levels of promotion and 
accompanying salary steps are specified in the contact between the University of 
Hawai‘i Professional Assembly and the University. 
 
A primary focus of contract renewal is evaluation of the applicant’s performance 
in primary responsibilities. For instructional faculty, the primary responsibility is 
teaching. Instructional faculty must include student evaluations and peer evalua-
tions of their teaching and non-teaching activities. For faculty members who 
provide counseling and other areas of academic support, the primary responsibil-
ity is their performance in these capacities. They must submit evidence of their 
success in these activities. 
 
A Department Personnel Committee reviews the dossiers and recommends re-
newal or non-renewal of the candidate (Reference 3A:14). Members of the Com-
mittee also suggest actions that the faculty member should undertake to improve 
teaching or non-teaching performance. The department chair separately reviews 
the documents and makes recommendations. 
 
The recommendations from these two sources are sent to the appropriate program 
dean. The deans review the recommendations and write their own recommenda-
tion before sending the dossier to the Chancellor. The Chancellor makes a deci-
sion for renewing an individual’s contract, before forwarding to the Board of 
Regents for the final approval. This procedure applies to all faculty appointed by 
the Board of Regents. 
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Tenure and Promotion for Faculty 
Faculty in tenure-track positions apply for tenure and promotion in their fifth year 
of probation. (If they desire to do so, non-tenure-track faculty members may 
apply for promotion within the same timeframe.) Their application consists of a 
dossier giving evidence of their accomplishments and abilities and their ongoing 
value to the College (Reference 3A:15). 
 
After being reviewed by the Department Personnel Committee and department 
chair, who make independent recommendations, the dossier is sent to the appro-
priate dean for a recommendation and then to the Chancellor. The Chancellor 
appoints a Tenure and Promotion Review Committee composed of three faculty 
members from other disciplines in the College and two from other UHCC cam-
puses in the applicant’s discipline. Only tenured faculty members may serve on 
this committee, and they must be at a rank equal to or higher than the rank for 
which the faculty member is applying. The Tenure and Promotion Review Com-
mittee reviews the dossier and makes a recommendation (Reference 3A:16). 
 
The recommendation is sent to the Chancellor, who reviews the document and 
whose own recommendation is then attached. The application is forwarded to the 
University President and the Board of Regents. The Regents determine whether 
to confer tenure or promotion, or both, on the candidate. 
 
Evaluation of Administrative, Professional, and Technical Personnel 
Evaluation of the Administrative, Professional and Technical personnel proceeds 
through an online Broad Band Evaluating System. Prior to the creation of this 
system, there was no formal evaluation process for APT personnel. The evalua-
tion period is November 1 through October 31 each year for APT personnel. This 
evaluation is online and is completed annually by the employee’s supervisor. 
APT personnel who are evaluated during this period and exceed performance 
expectations may be recommended for performance awards. 
 
Executive and Managerial Personnel 
Annually, between March and June, the 360 Degree Performance Assessment of 
Executive/Managerial Personnel form is sent to selected members of the individ-
ual’s subordinate, peer and constituent groups (Reference 3A:17). The selected 
members of these groups complete the evaluation online (Reference 3A:18). The 
results are summarized by the Office of Human Resources and the employee’s 
supervisor (usually the Chancellor) discusses the results with the employee. 
Evaluation of the Chancellor is conducted in a similar manner involving appro-
priate subordinate, peer and constituent groups (References 3A:19 and 3A:20). 
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Evaluation of Civil Service Personnel 
Each year the Civil Service staff members are evaluated by their immediate 
supervisors. The evaluation process involves a meeting between the supervisor 
and the employee during which the evaluation is documented on the Annual 
Review of Job Performance form (Reference 3A:21). The evaluation is conducted 
on or near the anniversary of the employee’s first date of employment (Reference 
3A:22). 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. The faculty tenure and promotion guidelines and 
procedures are continually updated and are working well. 
 
The new online broad band evaluating system for APT personnel has been met 
with mixed reviews. Some employees have expressed concern over the use of this 
system when no process was previously in place. Some employees have been 
pleased because the process makes it possible for APT personnel to be recom-
mended for merit raises for exceptional work. This evaluating system may be the 
direction of the future for evaluating Civil Service employees as well. If this type 
of evaluation system allows for the possibility for “merit raises” as a reward for 
employees and recognition of outstanding performance, the system would un-
doubtedly be welcomed. 
 
Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.A.1.c. Faculty and others directly responsible for student progress toward 
achieving stated student learning outcomes have, as a component of their 
evaluation, effectiveness in producing those learning outcomes. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

Kapi‘olani has long taken a learner-centered approach to education. In the 
Kapi‘olani CC Catalog, course descriptions specify the competencies that stu-
dents will acquire in completing the course successfully. Many of the competen-
cies are phrased as student learning outcomes. The current challenge for the 
College is to complete the focus on student learning outcomes by noting the 
affective aspect of successful learning––the attitudinal/behavioral aspects to 
complement the skill and knowledge mastery of the course content. This topic is 
addressed more thoroughly in Standard II. 
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How effectively faculty and staff produce the desired outcomes in students is in 
part addressed in the evaluation process (as noted in the student survey at the end 
of the semester). However, the current student evaluation form is solely for 
evaluating the teacher and not for evaluating the course or what the student 
learned. Student learning is, of course, a collaborative effort between the instruc-
tor and the student. 
 
As discussed elsewhere in this Self Study, the College has established the Learn-
ing Outcomes Assessment committee (a campus-wide committee) to address 
development and assessment of student learning outcomes. The committee is 
specifically addressing policies that will be presented for action by the College. 
 
To this end, departments are discussing new ways of looking at student learning 
outcomes and addressing them directly. These discussions include evaluating the 
effectiveness of their efforts to accomplish the desired outcomes. Some depart-
ments are more evolved in the process than others and the work proceeds. As a 
work in progress, the evolutionary expectation is that as some departments pro-
duce successful models, others will be inspired to do the same. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College is in the process of meeting the Standard. Current evaluation proc-
esses and instruments do not require information on the faculty or staff role in the 
achievement of student learning outcomes. In addition, student learning outcomes 
have not been established for all academic support areas. Faculty evaluations 
currently ask for students’ perceptions of the instructor’s teaching ability. The 
instrument does not address the instructor’s effectiveness in producing the stated 
learning outcomes. 
 
Similarly, in their applications for contract renewal, tenure, and promotion, fac-
ulty are asked to demonstrate their effectiveness in their primary areas of respon-
sibility, including how they meet their students needs. While effective teaching 
and learning support would suggest that students are likely to attain the stated 
learning outcomes, current evaluation practices do not require that faculty and 
staff explicitly address student learning outcomes. 
 
Planning Agenda 

In accordance with the College strategic plan and departmental tactical plans, the 
College, through its established committees and departments, will continue to 
write student learning outcomes and evaluation methods compatible with realistic 
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achievement. The results will become a component of faculty evaluations, which 
will examine effectiveness in producing those learning outcomes. 
 
The Faculty Senate has asked the Evaluation Committee to revisit the Student 
Feedback Survey Form given at the end of each semester to ensure that the form 
continues to meet the evaluation needs of the College and the faculty, especially 
in light of the new focus on student learning outcomes. 
 
 
III.A.1.d. The institution upholds a written code of professional ethics for all of 
its personnel. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

The College upholds a written code of professional conduct for all its personnel, 
as listed below. 
 

• The Hawai‘i State Standards of Conduct (Ethics), Chapter 84-11, governs 
all State employees (Reference 3A:23). 

• Faculty and departments are guided by the UH Executive Policies E5.211, 
“Ethical Standards in Research and Scholarly Activities,” and E5.214, 
“Conflicts of Interest.” These policies may be found at the following web-
site: http://www.svpa.hawaii.edu/svpa/ep/ep.html. 

•  “Faculty Professional Responsibilities and Workload,” is addressed in Ar-
ticle IV of the 2003-2009 Agreement between the University of Hawai‘i 
Professional Assembly and the Board of Regents of the University of Ha-
wai‘i (Reference 3A:07). 

• The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) is included in 
Kapi‘olani Community College Catalog and in the Schedule of Classes 
(References 3A:24 and 3A:25). 

• Prior to providing access to confidential student records, the Kekaulike In-
formation Service Center informs faculty and staff of FERPA policies. 

• The College annually distributes the University of Hawai‘i Disclosure form 
regarding financial conflicts of interest (University of Hawai‘i Disclosure, 
AP E5.214). Completion of the form is required of all faculty members 
(Reference 3A:26). 

 
The employee-union handbooks of the Hawai‘i Government Employees Associa-
tion bargaining units 3 and 8 and the United Public Workers unit 1, as well as the 
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University of Hawai‘i Professional Assembly Contract unit 7, do not specifically 
address ethics. Consequently, some departments have written memos that pertain 
to specific areas of professionalism and codes of conduct for employees (Refer-
ence 3A:27). 
 
A handbook for faculty is currently available online. This Faculty Handbook has 
a section that refers to professional ethics as well as professional responsibilities. 
The handbook can be found at the following website: 
www2.hawaii.edu/~celtt/Faculty_Handbook/overview/ethics.html. 
 
An older reference still in use is the June 1992 handbook for department chairs, 
includes a chapter titled, “Legal and Ethical Issues.” Included in this chapter are 
the following items: Employee Negligence, Stolen Equipment, Rules of Conduct 
and Safety, Sexual Harassment, Rights of Pregnant Women, Gifts, and Service 
Contracts. 
 
Before the UH Community College System was reorganized, the Chancellor of 
Community Colleges Memo 2600 (April 1998) contained a Statement on Profes-
sional Ethics. Since the demise of the old system, these Memos are used for 
reference only.  
 
However, in July 2006, just before the final draft of this Self Study was to be 
printed, the UHCC System office distributed UHCCP #5.211 dated July 2006, 
titled University of Hawai‘i Community Colleges Policy, SUBJECT: Statement 
on Professional Ethics (Faculty), with directions to the Acting Chancellor to 
provide a copy to all new faculty members (Reference 3A:28). 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. Codes of ethics and ethical standards are clearly 
established and published for faculty members of the College. Other State em-
ployees of the College, who do not have written statements regarding ethics in 
their union handbooks, are held to the State’s code of ethics. 
 
Planning Agenda 

The Acting Chancellor will make UHCCP #5.211 available to all members of the 
faculty in addition to new faculty members entering in fall 2006. 
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III.A.2. The institution maintains a sufficient number of qualified faculty with 
full-time responsibility to the institution. The institution has a sufficient num-
ber of staff and administrators with appropriate preparation and experience to 
provide the administrative services necessary to support the institution’s mis-
sion and purposes. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

Kapi‘olani Community College maintains a sufficient number of employees to 
perform its mission. 
 
Faculty 
Kapi‘olani Community College maintains a sufficient number of qualified faculty 
with full-time and part-time responsibility to the College. As shown in Table 1 
below, as of fall 2005, the College employed 243 full-time faculty and 151 part-
time faculty; The College has a strong ratio of full-time faculty to part-time fac-
ulty of 1.57:1 (243:155). 
 

Table 1. 
Regular Faculty and Lecturers, Full-Time and Part-Time, Fall 2005 

 Full-time % Part-time  % Total  % 
Regular Faculty  228 92.3  19 7.7  247 100 
Lecturers  15 9.9  136 90.1  151 100 

 Source: UH Community Colleges Human Resources Office. 
 
 
Table 2 below shows the rank of full-time regular faculty at the College: 
 

Table 2. 
Faculty by Rank, Fall 2005 

Rank Number Percent of Total 
Professor  55 24.1 
Associate Professor  36 15.8 
Assistant Professor  52 22.8 
Instructor  85 37.3 
Total  228 100.0 

 
 
All members of the faculty must meet the established minimum qualifications for 
their department in order to be hired. In the Liberal Arts disciplines, a master’s 
degree or higher is required. Depending on the minimum qualification guidelines 
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for the community colleges, a bachelor’s degree plus three years of professional 
experience in the field may be substituted for a master’s degree in some disci-
plines. 
 
In disciplines offering an Associate of Science, additional appropriate degrees 
(usually a master’s degree or higher or bachelor’s degree plus three years of 
professional experience in the discipline) or certifications in the specific disci-
pline are required. Figure 1 below shows the percentage of Kapi‘olani CC faculty 
who hold doctoral degrees, master’s degrees, and bachelor’s degrees or less, as of 
fall 2005. 
 

Figure 1. 
Kapi‘olani Community College 

Full-time Faculty by Educational Credential Fall 2005 
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Support Staff 
The support staff consists of 132 full-time and part-time employees and is classi-
fied in collective bargaining units 1, 3, and 8. 
 
Unit 1. This unit totals 31. This unit is composed of janitors, building mainte-
nance workers, groundskeepers, an offset press operator, a painter, a sprinkler 
system repairer, and a cook. 
 
Unit 3. This unit contains 45 employees; these include clerks, secretaries, account 
clerks, stenographers, library technicians, library assistants, and a security officer. 
Four members of this unit have an associate degree. 
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Unit 8. The remaining 56 staff members belong to Unit 8. Members of Unit 8 
provide professional level academic support, institutional support, instruc-
tion/student support, information technology support, media design and produc-
tion support, research support and physical plant management support. Degrees 
attained by members of this group are as follows: associate (10); bachelor’s (21); 
master’s (8), doctorate (1), unknown (16); (Reference 3A:29). 
 
Administration 
The administrative staff is made up of twelve members, eight of whom are in 
executive/managerial positions. The members of the administrative staff hold one 
baccalaureate degree, six master’s degrees, and five doctoral degrees (Reference 
3A:29). 
 
Plans to Increase the Number of Employees 
The following tactical plans of departments address workload reduction and 
increase of staff size. 
 

• The Culinary Arts Department plans to provide workload reduction to all 
full-time instructors to facilitate professional development efforts and pro-
vide opportunities for faculty members to obtain American Culinary Fed-
eration certification. The Health Sciences programs, in their tactical plan, 
state that they will expand the lecturer pool by increasing the number of 
eligible lecturers on the neighbor islands and develop floating general-
funded key positions to meet the educational needs on the neighbor islands. 

• The Administration plans to increase security by hiring, retaining, and up-
grading security professional training. 

 
Administrative Reorganization of the Community College 
In November 2004, the Board of Regents approved reorganization in the admini-
stration for the Community Colleges. The reorganization created the Office of the 
Vice President for Community Colleges. The new position was filled in July 
2005, on an interim basis by the former Chancellor of Kapi‘olani Community 
College. 
 
The appointment of the former Kapi‘olani CC Chancellor to the position of Vice 
President for Community Colleges created a domino effect in that the former 
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs at the College was appointed Acting Chan-
cellor, and a former interim academic dean was appointed Acting Vice Chancel-
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lor for Academic Affairs. (Standard IV provides a more complete picture of the 
reorganization.) 
 
Vacancies 
In spring 2006, the College had many unfilled positions: five in the Office of 
Human Resources (all but one position is currently occupied by retired and on-
loan staff serving on an interim basis), and two in the Business Office. In addi-
tion, the position of Auxiliary Services Officer is being filled on an interim basis. 
 
Since 2002, the processing of personnel documents in the Human Resources 
Office became longer than what had been customary. As a result, new hires have 
gone two months or more from their start of employment before receiving pay 
(ordinarily, even under ideal conditions, a minimum of six weeks elapsed before a 
new employee was paid). Additionally, documents have been misfiled or mis-
placed and, therefore, must be resubmitted, further delaying any action required 
(Reference 3A:32). 
 
Similar problems occurred in the Business Office in July 2004. The Fiscal Officer 
of the Business Office was appointed to fill the position of Vice Chancellor for 
Administrative Services on an interim basis. The account clerk filled the fiscal 
officer’s position on a temporary basis. Staff in the Business Office were given 
overtime to handle the workload. 
 
Of the eight Executive and Managerial personnel, four are in acting or interim 
positions (Reference 3A:30). There has also been a turnover in personnel at Aux-
iliary Services, so that those remaining have taken on additional responsibilities. 
Furthermore, there are vacant positions in the Library (Reference 3A:31). 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard with respect to faculty. A sufficient number of 
qualified faculty (with full-time responsibilities to the College) hold appropriate 
academic degrees. The College Catalog lists the faculty and administrators along 
with their degrees. 
 
However, the shortages and vacancies among the support staff, specifically the 
Human Resources Office, the Business Office, and Auxiliary Services, have 
caused hardship to the campus. Clearly, the College would operate much more 
efficiently and effectively if the business, personnel, and auxiliary services units 
were fully staffed. 
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Planning Agenda 

The vacancies in the Human Resources Office and the Business Office have been 
advertised, but are not filled at the time this Report was written. Recruiting will 
be ongoing until the positions are filled. 
 
The Library’s tactical plan includes securing additional staffing to meet escalating 
demands. The Library also plans to upgrade and increase staff salaries to be 
comparable with peer institutions. 
 
 
III.A.3. The institution systematically develops personnel policies and proce-
dures that are available for information and review. Such policies and proce-
dures are equitably and consistently administered. 
 
III.A.3.a. The institution establishes and adheres to written policies ensuring 
fairness in all employment procedures. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

The College has established and adheres to written policies ensuring fairness in 
all employment procedures. Before new employees are recruited, Kapi‘olani’s 
Human Resources Office reviews and approves the advertisement that is then 
published. Professional personnel review these advertisements for Equal Em-
ployment Opportunities/Affirmative Action mandates and minimum and desir-
able qualifications. Records are kept of the selection process and interviews. The 
Human Resources Office reviews these records for compliance with governing 
policies. Once hired, employees are treated according to relevant requirements in 
union contracts, Board of Regents policies, and State law. 
 
Personnel in the Human Resources Office assure that prescribed policy is fol-
lowed at every step in the process. Although this thoroughness sometimes creates 
delays, the process ensures that the Equal Employment Opportunities/Affirmative 
Action guidelines are followed and that minimum qualifications are appropriate. 
 
Civil service hiring is time-consuming as departments must usually work from 
university lists and interview each qualified university employee on the list before 
being able to ask for additional names from the State Department of Human 
Resource Development. While this process ensures that positions are filled with 
the best qualified individuals, it also is very time-consuming and sometimes 
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results in losing the best candidates to other organizations that work more effi-
ciently and expeditiously. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard in providing written policies that ensure fairness 
in all employment procedures. The hiring process is conducted in a fair and equi-
table manner. 
 
Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.A.3.b. The institution makes provision for the security and confidentiality of 
personnel records. Each employee has access to his/her personnel records in 
accordance with law. 
 
Descriptive Summary 
Personnel records for Board of Regents appointees are kept on file at the College 
Office of Human Resources. The confidentiality of the records is governed by 
rules in the document Administrative Procedure #A9.025, Fair Information Prac-
tice-Confidentiality of Personnel Records. 
 
The official personnel files of terminated employees are stored on the campus for 
three years, after which they are transferred and archived at the State Records 
Center. 
 
Staff members of the Human Resources Office review the personnel files of new 
employees for completeness and accuracy, as directed by Administrative Proce-
dure #A9.025, Fair Information Practice-Confidentiality of Personnel Records, 
which also governs changes or corrections to records. 
 
College personnel have access to their records upon request to the Kapi‘olani CC 
Human Resources Office. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. Personnel adhere to established policies regard-
ing the security and confidentiality of personnel records. 
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Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.A.4. The institution demonstrates through policies and practices an appro-
priate understanding of and concern for issues of equity and diversity. 
 
III.A.4.a. The institution creates and maintains appropriate programs, prac-
tices, and services that support its diverse personnel. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

The College demonstrates through policies and practices an appropriate under-
standing of and concern for issues of equity and diversity. The University of 
Hawai‘i statement on equal opportunity and affirmative action is found at the 
following website: 
http://www.hawaii.edu/myuh/manoa/notices/equal_opportunity.htm. 
 
Effective October 1, 2005, the University of Hawai‘i implemented an online 
system named the Board of Regents Applicant Data System. This system tracks 
the gender and ethnicity of all applicants. By email or surface mail, applicants are 
invited to disclose their gender and ethnicity. Based on the response, the Director 
of Equal Employment Opportunities/Affirmative Action in the Office of the Vice 
President for Community Colleges compiles and reviews the information. 
 
As a State, Hawai‘i enjoys a diverse population and (shown in Tables 3 and 4 on 
the following pages). The College reflects this diversity in its personnel and 
students. Based on fall 2005 data provided by the University of Hawai‘i System, 
the majority of regular instructional faculty is ethnically Caucasian (50.8%), 
while individuals of Japanese ethnicity constitute two-thirds (66.65%) of the 
administrative staff, and nearly half of the APT personnel (48.8%) and other 
faculty (43.1%) positions; 59.3 percent of faculty and staff are female. 
 
As for the students, 70.3 percent are of Asian or Pacific Islander ancestry, 12.8 
percent are Caucasian, and the rest are of other ancestries. (See Table 4 on page 
302.) 
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Table 3. 
Faculty and Staff at Kapi‘olani Community College 

Ethnicity and Gender, Fall 2005  
 

Adminis-
trative 
Staff 

Administra-
tive, Profes-
sional, and 
Technical 

Civil 
Service 

Regular 
Instructional  

Faculty 

Other 
Regular 
Faculty 

TOTAL #  379  12  45  92  179  51 
       

ETHNICITY 
% of 
Total % % % % % 

African American  0.5  8.3     1.96 
American Indian 
Alaskan Native  

 
 0.8 

    
 1.12 

 
 1.96 

Asian       
Japanese   33.6  50.0  48.8  36.3  24.02  43.14 
Chinese   8.8   4.3  11.0  6.15  19.61 
Filipino   6.5   6.5  12.1  5.03  1.96 
Indian  1.1     2.22  
Korean  1.7    2.2  2.2  1.68  

Caucasian  32.5  25.0  19.6  6.6  50.84  25.49 
Hawaiian and Pacific 
Islander  

 
 8.8 

     

Hawaiian/Part-
Hawaiian   16.7   17.6  5.59  3.92 
Samoan   0.4      1.96 
Other Asian and 
Pacific Islander   2.7 

 
  7.7   

Hispanic   0.3   4.4  1.1  1.12  
Other Ethnic   2.3   2.3  5.5  2.23  
Total  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00 
GENDER        

Female   59.3  41.7  60.9  67.0  53.1  66.67 
Male   40.7  58.3  39.1  33.0  46.9  33.33 

Source: Community Colleges Human Resources Office. 
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Table 4. 
Kapi‘olani Community College Students by Ethnicity, Fall 2005 

Ethnicity Number Percent 
African American  69 0.9  
American Indian/Alaska Native  15 0.2  
Asian/Pacific Islander  5,127 70.3  

Asian  3,750 51.4  
Chinese  605 8.3  
Filipino  1,036 14.2  
Indian Subcontinent  12 0.2  
Japanese  1,559 21.4  
Korean  357 4.9  
Laotian  12 0.2  
Thai  9 0.1  
Vietnamese  86 1.2  
Other Asian  74 1.0  

Hawaiian or Pacific Islander  988 13.6  
Guamanian or Chamorro  36  0.5  
Hawaiian/Part-Hawaiian  789 10.8  
Micronesian  42 0.6  
Samoan  23 0.3  
Tongan  7 0.1  
Other Pacific Islander  53 0.7  
Mixed Pacific Islander  38 0.5  

Mixed Asian/Pacific Islander  389 5.3  
Caucasian  936 12.8  

Middle Easterner  3 <0.1  
Portuguese  17 0.2  
Other Caucasian  916 12.6  

Hispanic  129 1.8  
Puerto Rican  5 0.1  
Other Hispanic  110 1.5  
Mixed Hispanic  14 0.2  

Mixed Ethnic Background  870 12.0  
No Response  143 2.0  
Total  7,289 100.0 

 
 
Campus Activities That Focus on Diversity 
Campus emphases and initiatives (discussed in Standard 1) support and enhance 
the celebration of the ethnic diversity of faculty, staff, and students. The follow-
ing are some of these efforts: 
 
International Education (formerly known as Kapi‘olani Asian/Pacific Empha-
sis––KAPE). This cross-curricular emphasis provides faculty and staff with a 
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resource and vehicle to celebrate the wide variety of ethnicities that compose the 
College population. 
 
The following paragraph is from the KAPE Mission Statement: 
 

“The members of the KAPE committee recognize the importance of 
their responsibility to provide the leadership necessary in guiding the 
faculty, staff, students, and members of the community towards a bet-
ter understanding of Pacific and Asian neighbors. KAPE, therefore, 
works closely with many of the departments on campus to strengthen 
and increase both intra campus cooperation and to foster interna-
tional institutional linkages through its many important and signifi-
cant activities, such as the Annual International Festival” (Reference 
3A:33). 

 
International Festival and International Education Week. In March, the Annual 
International Festival is held. It is a weeklong celebration, highlighting Pacific-
Asian cultures. Faculty and staff participate in this celebration, working with 
students to share their many cultures. 
 
In the fall semester, the College sponsors an international education week that is 
open to the public. Activities include foreign films, speakers, and student presen-
tations. Students, faculty, and staff, as well as community members are wel-
comed. 
 
Mālama Hawai‘i Center. Mālama Hawai‘i is a campus initiative. The aim of the 
Mālama Hawai‘i Center is to provide a passionate, positive, and productive learn-
ing experience in keeping with the Native Hawaiian culture for students at 
Kapi‘olani CC as well as the surrounding community. While primarily serving 
students, this Center also serves as a resource and support to faculty and staff, 
embracing Native Hawaiian values and culture to which the College is commit-
ted. 
 
Professional Development Groups. Campus professional development groups 
serve to provide ethnic diversity support and training through their programs. One 
notable example is the Professional Development Committee for Counseling, 
which surveys the College counselors annually to determine training needs and 
interests. In 2005, professional development workshops focused on informing 
counseling faculty of the unique cultural needs of Pacific Islanders, the challenges 
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of English for Speakers of Other Languages, and the unique needs of students 
with learning disabilities. 
 
On February 25, 2005, a professional development workshop addressed the needs 
of Micronesian students. Included in the workshop was a presentation on “Eng-
lish for Speakers of Other Languages Generation 1.5,” and the English for Speak-
ers of Other Languages program (Reference 3A:34). On October 11, 2005, 
Disability Information Sessions were held for counselors to help them understand 
responsibilities regarding students with disabilities (Reference 3A:35). 
 
Individual departments may also create workshops or training sessions to meet 
identified needs or interests of their respective personnel. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. The College emphasizes attention to issues of 
diversity and equality. Professional Development programs address needs as they 
arise. 
 
Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.A.4.b. The institution regularly assesses its record in employment equity and 
diversity consistent with its mission. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

The College Human Resources Office assists the Office of the Vice President for 
Community Colleges in preparing an annual report for the University’s Director 
of Equal Employment Opportunities/Affirmative Action. The report lists new 
hires, promotions, transfers, resignations, and retirements. The Office of the Vice 
President compiles data from the campuses into job categories according to gen-
der and ethnicity. Information in this report becomes the basis for the Univer-
sity’s Affirmative Action Plan for the subsequent year (Reference 3A:36). 
 
The current Affirmative Action Plan is for July 1, 2005 to June 30, 2006. De-
partment chairs and deans of the College target under-utilized groups for recruit-
ment into vacant positions in the appropriate job categories. Statistical data are 
collected for full-time and permanent part-time employees only. Lecturers and 
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other casual hires are not included in the affirmative action data (Reference 
3A:37). 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. The College and the University have a system in 
place that regularly assesses employment records pertaining to equity and diver-
sity. 
 
Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.A.4.c. The institution subscribes to, advocates, and demonstrates integrity in 
the treatment of its administration, faculty, staff, and students. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

Integrity is embodied in the words of the College namesake, Queen Kapi‘olani, 
whose motto is Kulia i ka Nu’u, “strive for the highest.” The College subscribes 
to integrity through its mission statement and the college vision and values state-
ment below: 
 
• Aloha for Hawai‘i, and its diverse peoples, cultures, languages, and envi-

ronments. 
• Service and attention to the needs of diverse students and their experiences, 

contributions, expectations, and dreams. 
• High quality, active, ongoing learning for everyone. 
• Respect and appreciation for the faculty, staff, and administration, in rec-

ognition of their hard work and achievements. 
• Honesty, integrity, and clarity in professional relationships. 
• Imagination and innovation in teaching, curriculum development, program 

planning and problem-solving. 
 
The College adheres to these values and advocates integrity in its treatment of 
administrators, faculty, staff, and students through its policies and procedures, 
collective bargaining agreements, and student practices. 
 
In addition to the recruitment and hiring practices already described, which en-
sure fairness and equity for those entering the institution, the College also has in 
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place safeguards for all employees and students should they believe they have not 
been treated fairly. 
 
The University of Hawai‘i System maintains a website listing all administrative 
procedures, including grievance procedures, at http://www.svpa.hawaii.edu/svpa/. 
These procedures are also addressed in the union handbooks of the collective 
bargaining units: for faculty, the University of Hawai‘i Professional Association; 
and for staff, the Hawai‘i Government Employees Association and the United 
Public Workers. 
 
As discussed in Standard II, the College has a Code of Conduct for students. The 
Code emphasizes mutual respect and acceptable behaviors. The Catalog and the 
Schedule of Classes include the Code of Conduct so that students know what is 
expected of them and what they have a right to expect in return. Students have 
access to stated procedures to redress any grievance. 
 
The College demonstrates integrity in the treatment of its administrators, faculty, 
staff, and students by the following: 
 
• Being consistent in its practice of adhering to all state and UH policies and 

procedures pertaining to treatment of employees and students; 
• Providing workshops on sexual harassment, workplace violence, and ap-

propriate communication; 
• Providing students with workshops promoting their opportunities for suc-

cess as college students (SOS – Secrets of Success series); 
• Providing funds for faculty and staff to participate in opportunities for pro-

fessional development; 
• Providing access to free mediation services for resolving disputes between 

members of the college community; 
• Adhering to EEO/AA policies; and 
• Continuing to upgrade a safe and secure environment (allocating funds for 

additional security officers, better campus lighting, etc.) for all members of 
the college community. 

 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard and maintains integrity in its treatment of its 
administration, faculty, staff, and students. 
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Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.A.5. The institution provides all personnel with appropriate opportunities 
for continued professional development, consistent with the institutional mis-
sion and based on identified needs for teaching and learning. 
 
III.A.5.a. The institution plans professional development activities to meet the 
needs of its personnel. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

Throughout the College, the tactical plans of Academic Programs and Adminis-
trative and Educational Support Units stress the importance of professional de-
velopment, indicated in the examples below: 
 

• The Arts and Sciences Division identifies the importance of “investing in 
people” and has an ongoing objective to “promote scholarship of teaching 
for improved student learning” (Goal V of Tactical Plan, accessed on Quill, 
the College intranet system). 

• The Business Office will “continue to build a student-friendly access sys-
tem that emphasizes both the importance of quality human interactions and 
efficiency and accuracy in the delivery of all cashiers’ services.” Feedback 
from the summer/fall 2005 registration will determine if “retraining of staff 
or hands-on workshop [is] needed” (Goal I, Objective 1.3 of Tactical Plan). 
The Business Office will also address hands-on training based on needs as-
sessment (Goal 6, Objective 6.5). 

• The Library and Learning Resources Unit will “identify professional 
development funds” and “determine professional development needs that 
support student learning.”  

• The Culinary Arts Department will “increase professional development 
opportunities for faculty” (Goal I, Objective 1.5), as well as “increase fac-
ulty access to professional development opportunities” (Goal 5, Objective 
5.1). 

• The Culinary Institute of the Pacific will "offer professional development 
activities to faculty interested in teaching advanced culinary courses" (Goal 
5, Objective 5.1). 
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• The Legal Education Department echoes this same sentiment, planning 
to “provide more staff and faculty development opportunity” (Goal I, Ob-
jective 1.3). 

• The Holomua Department includes technology in its plan to “create and 
maintain physical and online professional development resources” (Goal I). 

• The Human Resources Office will “redefine staff rules and rewards to 
promote careers of professional development to Administrators, department 
chairs, faculty and staff in their efforts to promote improvements in student 
success rate and satisfaction” (Goal 5, Objective 5.2). 

 
This emphasis on professional development is consistent with the College Strate-
gic Plan goal V, “To Invest in People: Professionals in a Learning Organization” 
(Strategic Plan 2003-2010). 
 
Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology 
A key vision of the former Chancellor of the College materialized in January, 
2005 with the inception of the Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and 
Technology (known on campus as CELTT). Its goal is to “create a center that 
uses learning-college principles to provide faculty with one-stop support for 
improving learning but also serves as a focal point for leadership in improving 
teaching and learning” (Reference 3A:38). 
 
The mission of the Center is to accomplish the following goals: 
 

• Ensure the quality of teaching and learning through centralized, localized 
professional-development support, focused on learning-college pedagogy 
in classroom and clinical settings; 

• Ensure the quality of teaching and learning through technology support. 
• Ensure increased learning-centered behavior; 
• Promote the scholarship of teaching; 
• Support the enhancement of the technology infrastructure across the cam-

pus; and 
• Promote more efficient provision of campus services through the use of 

technology (Reference 3A:38). 
 
The Center’s personnel structure, as it pertains to professional development, 
consists of the coordinator of the Center, who works with a Professional Devel-
opment Team. This team consists of one information technology specialist and 
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four faculty members. These leaders have not only “assumed responsibility for 
most professional development activities that are currently offered on the 
Kapi‘olani campus,” but also “are involved in expanding and integrating these 
offerings as part of the Title III grant.” Eventually, the “initiatives, programs, 
workshops, and institutes established under the grant will become institutional-
ized” (Reference 3A:38). 
 
The Center’s Professional Development Team has assumed responsibility for 
professional development activities that include the following activities (Refer-
ence 3A:39): 
 

• Monthly meeting of 4Ts (Teachers Talking to Teachers about Teaching). 
• Learning Communities (including the Learning Community Institute and 

maintenance of the WebCT LC site); 
• TALENT (Teaching and Learning with Electronic Networked Technolo-

gies); 
• Workshops on constructing self-assessment documents (used in applica-

tions for retention, promotion, and tenure); 
• The Teaching and Learning workshop series that focuses on practical 

strategies in the areas of rapport, empowerment, questioning and feedback; 
• New Faculty Orientations in fall and spring; and 
• Update and dissemination of the Faculty Handbook via the campus intranet 

website (Quill). 
 
The following are some of the new professional development activities already in 
operation since the inception of the Professional Development Team: 
 

• Tailored workshops in the following topics: 
o CATS (Classroom Assessment Techniques); 
o Portfolio pedagogy; 
o Mediation skills; 
o Student Success Strategies; and 
o Demonstrations of Tablet PCs. 

• Hands-on WebCT training to supplement TALENT workshops; 
• One-on-one coaching for construction of self-assessment documents; 
• Workshops on Microsoft Office applications such as the following: 

o Microsoft Word; 
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o Microsoft Excel; and 
o Microsoft PowerPoint. 

• Data collection for surveys of faculty during the faculty/staff meeting in 
August; and 

• Assistance in planning activities for the annual Faculty Professional Devel-
opment day held on the first Friday of March. 

 
The following are initiatives to be implemented in spring and fall 2006: 
 

• First Year Experience Initiative for new faculty members—offering 1) 
“Scenarios Online: Teaching in the Learning College,” an interactive, 
internet-based new faculty orientation course using case studies, 2) Life 
Balance workshop series, 3) curriculum revision, and 4) entrance into a 
new Engaged Educator program (see below); 

• Technology-based workshops, consisting of Webpage Creators, new Soft-
ware, such as Camtasia, Inspiration, and Webstractor, and e-portfolios; 

• Workshops inspired by Skip Downing, focusing on student success; 
• Dream Scheme initiative—meant to shape informal leaders who will enact 

department tactical plans and the College strategic plan s; 
• Engaged Educator program—to encourage experienced and newer faculty 

members to combine their personal interests with the College interests; 
• Faculty connections (mentoring protocols);  
• A coaching program as an element of the Engaged Educator program; 
• Transformed for Learning Teams—this two-part process commences in fall 

2006, with five faculty members drastically redesigning their courses, and 
then in the following spring, sharing their experience by overseeing small 
groups of new faculty; and 

• Technology Thursdays—these technology workshops are open to all Col-
lege staff and faculty and are well attended. 

 
Other activities that emphasize professional development include the Professional 
Development Committee for Counselors (as mentioned earlier in this Standard). 
The campus Faculty and Staff Development Committee allocates funds to appli-
cants for conferences and workshops. In addition, the Student Services Profes-
sional Development Committee continues to arrange on-campus workshops to 
meet the needs of faculty members. 
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Evaluation of Professional Development Opportunities 
In the fall 2005 survey, 60% of the responding faculty rated the professional 
development opportunities at the College as good; 77% stated that they did not 
participate in professional development opportunities at the College. 
 
In this same survey, 41% members of the College staff rated the opportunities for 
professional development at the College as good. Of the respondents, 66% claim 
that they did not participate in staff development activities on campus. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. Survey evidence shows that a majority of the 
faculty consider professional development opportunities on campus as good, 
although a larger percentage do not participate in the activities. Of the staff, less 
than half of those responding to the survey think the professional development 
opportunities are good. Two-thirds of the responding staff said they do not par-
ticipate in professional development activities on campus. Clerical staff stated 
that they did not attend staff development opportunities because when they were 
away from the office, their work stacked up and they had more to do when they 
returned. 
 
Planning Agenda 

As noted above, the tactical plans of eight units address professional develop-
ment. These plans are consistent with the College Strategic Plan goal V, “To 
Invest in People: Professionals in a Learning Organization” (Strategic Plan 2003-
2010). 
 
To increase the professional development opportunities for staff members, the 
interim coordinator of the Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and 
Technology has stated that the Professional Development Team is trying to make 
a direct connection with the Staff Council (composed of civil service representa-
tives across the campus) in an effort to include the staff in the Center’s planning, 
thereby increasing availability of appropriate professional development. 
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III.A.5.b. With the assistance of the participants, the institution systematically 
evaluates programs for professional development and uses the results of these 
evaluations as the basis for improvement. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

At Kapi‘olani Community College, responses of participants in professional 
development activities help determine the planning of subsequent professional 
development activities. For example, at the beginning of fall 2005, the Kapi‘olani 
representative to the Wo Learning Champions surveyed the faculty on their pro-
fessional development needs. The Wo Learning Champions are a group of eight 
representatives from across the UHCC System who are supported by an endow-
ment funded by two Wo Family Foundations. The representatives focus on learn-
ing and leadership, investing in junior members of the academic community, 
renewing its senior faculty, and promoting the enrichment of all at the State’s 
community colleges (http://wlc.kcc.hawaii.edu). 
 
Two additional surveys were disseminated during the “Show and Tell” work-
shops in fall 2005. The information from these surveys was used to create the 
schedule of workshops offered in spring 2006, at the Wo Innovations in Learning 
Day (a non-instructional day for all UH community colleges). Results of these 
surveys were used to set up the next year’s opportunities. 
 
In addition to general surveys, the Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, 
and Technology conducts evaluations after each workshop the Center presents. 
The results are combined and discussed with the individuals who presented the 
workshops. Adjustments are made to the workshop based on the results. The 
Professional Development Committee for Counselors uses the survey from the 
previous year to identify and create the topics for the next year’s workshops. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. The results of general and individual surveys 
determine the schedule of upcoming workshops. The dissemination of the surveys 
is systematic, intending to reach as broad a base as possible. 
 
Planning Agenda 

None 
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III.A.6. Human resource planning is integrated with institutional planning. The 
institution systematically assesses the effective use of human resources and 
uses the results of the evaluation as the basis for improvement. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

Human resource planning is initiated from and integrated with institutional plan-
ning through departmental tactical plans and Program Reviews. Also considered 
are the strategic plan s of the College, the UH Community Colleges, and the UH 
System. Even through curricular updates and changes within courses, one of the 
questions that must be satisfied before new courses can be accepted is “What 
impact will the course have on staffing?” A large portion of the College budget is 
applied to staff salaries and supplemental costs, so the budgetary process must 
also include human resources planning. 
 
The Policy, Planning, and Assessment Council makes recommendations based on 
a review of all tactical plans and requests for additional funding. Departments are 
required to justify their requests and provide data supporting their requests. The 
Council ranks these requests and submits them to the Chancellor for considera-
tion or approval. Approved requests are submitted to the legislature through the 
UH System procedures. In this way, human resources planning, in conjunction 
with program planning, is tied to strategic plan s of the campus and UH System. 
 
Filling Human Resources positions was delayed as the staff sought to rewrite and 
upgrade the lead position in that office. This request was subsequently denied at a 
system level so that the process had to be started all over again. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. However, the ability of the College to meet its 
goals would be enhanced if human resources planning were to become an even 
more integrated component of institutional planning. Hopefully, with the imple-
mentation of the Policy, Planning, and Assessment Council as a budget planning 
body, staffing needs will become more apparent and given the consideration and 
support necessary for optimal performance. This is especially true of support staff 
services where staff shortages impact the whole campus. 
 
Human resources are a critical part of the College and as unions negotiate higher, 
more equitable salaries and benefits for the faculty and staff, the costs increase. 
As noted earlier in this Standard, when staff members leave, the positions are not 
always filled quickly, even though the positions may be critical to the welfare of 
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the College. This shortage of personnel causes extra work for others, creating 
lowered morale and less efficiency (see Standard III.A.2). 
 
The Business Office, the Human Resources Office, the Student Services Center, 
Information Media Technology Services (now included in the Center for Excel-
lence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology), and Auxiliary Services have all 
suffered shortages in staffing in the last few years and in some cases the situation 
is still not rectified. In this area the College can improve. Contingency planning 
may help alleviate the serious impact of staff shortages in the future. 
 
Planning Agenda 

Auxiliary Services and the Office of Human Resources are in the process of 
recruiting and filling vacancies. 
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3A:18 Sample of 360 EM Assessment of Administrators (online assessment emailed to selected 
evaluators). 

3A:19 Memo of Authorization from Interim President David McClain and Time Line for 360 
Assessment, January 19, 2006. 

3A:20 360 Orientation Agenda, Office of Human Resources, January 31, 2006. 

3A:21 Policy A9.290 Annual Review of Civil Service Position Descriptions. 

3A:22 Employee Performance Appraisal Forms. 

3A:23 Chapter 84, Standards of Conduct, Section 84-11. 

3A:24 Kapi‘olani College Catalog, 2005-2006. 

3A:25 Schedule of Classes, Spring 2006. 
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3A:26 University of Hawai‘i Disclosure Form. 

3A:27 Auxiliary Service Memos. 

3A:28 University of Hawai’i Community Colleges Policy UHCCP #5.211, July 2006, 

3A:29 UH Community Colleges Human Resource Office: Total Staff counts Fall 2005. 

3A:30 Personnel Officer, Human Resources Office, Interview March 1, 2006. 

3A:31 Professor, Reference Librarian, Interview on February 23, 2006. 

3A:32 Clerical, Holomua Staff: Interview on October 9, 2006. 

3A:33 KAPE Mission Statement, http://kcc.hawaii.edu/object/kape.html. 

3A:34 Flyer: Understanding Micronesian College Students. 

3A:35 Flyer: Jane Jarrow, PhD., Disability Information Sessions. 

3A:36 Kapi‘olani CC Affirmative Action Plan 2004-2005. 

3A:37 Affirmative Action Plan 2005-2006, (located in a large binder in the College Human 
Resources Office). 

3A:38 Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology Transition Report, August 1, 
2005 – October 31, 2005. 

3A:39 Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology Transition Report, Novem-
ber 11, 2005, accessed from http://quill.kcc.hawaii.edu. 

 
 
Other Documents in File 
 
Community College 2005-2006 Tenure/Promotion Timelines. 
 
Student Conduct Code Handbook. 
 
General Responsibilities for Administration of Personnel Programs, Policy No. 101.001. 
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III.B. Physical Resources 
 
Physical resources, which include facilities, equipment, land, and other assets, 
support student learning programs and services and improve institutional effec-
tiveness. Physical resource planning is integrated with institutional planning. 
 
III.B.1. The institution provides safe and sufficient physical resources that 
support and assure the integrity and quality of its programs and services, re-
gardless of location or means of delivery. 
 
III.B.1.a. The institution plans, builds, maintains, and upgrades or replaces its 
physical resources in a manner that assures effective utilization and the con-
tinuing quality necessary to support its programs and services. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

Facilities 
Kapi‘olani Community College occupies 21 buildings on 44 acres of land near 
scenic Diamond Head crater on the edges of the Ka‘imukī and Kapāhulu 
neighborhoods of Honolulu. The College also uses a portion of the second floor 
of the Sinclair Wing of Le‘ahi Hospital (located across the street from the campus 
on Makapu‘u Avenue) for the Nursing Program. This space includes four faculty 
offices, four classrooms, and a laboratory. Kapi‘olani CC is responsible for cus-
todial services for the floor. The hospital is responsible for maintaining the build-
ing, and has committed funds to repair a leaky roof. 
 
On the campus, the College also maintains the ‘Alani Child Care Center, a day 
care center for the young children of students, faculty, staff, and the community. 
Off campus, the College uses classroom space at the University of Hawai‘i at 
Mānoa Law School for the Paralegal Education Program. 
 
The College also administered a training center and office in Waikīkī known as 
the Waikīkī Lifelong Learning Center, on the second floor of the Waikīkī Town 
Center on Kuhio Avenue. Due to maintenance problems and the impending reno-
vation of the Waikīkī Town Center in the next two to three years, the Waikīkī 
Lifelong Learning Center moved its office to the Hospitality and Tourism Educa-
tion Department on campus in December 2005. Continuing education courses 
once offered at the Waikīkī Lifelong Learning Center are available either on 
campus or at meeting facilities in Waikīkī hotels. 
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As part of its mission to provide health science and nursing programs island-wide 
on O‘ahu, Kapi‘olani offers health science and nursing classes and programs the 
at Wai‘anae Health Academy in Wai‘anae (northwest of Honolulu), in partner-
ship with Leeward Community College and the Wai‘anae Coast Comprehensive 
Health Center. The Wai‘anae Health Academy is located in a Leeward Commu-
nity College facility on the Wai‘anae Coast. 
 
As part of its mission to provide health science programs throughout the State, 
Kapi‘olani CC offers a Radiologic Technology program on the island of Hawai‘i 
in partnership with Hilo and Kona Hospitals. The College plans to offer a similar 
program on Maui. 
 
The College also offers training in Emergency Medical Services on Hawai‘i, 
Maui, and Kaua‘i. The classrooms are located on the campuses of Hawai‘i Com-
munity College, Maui Community College, and Kaua‘i Community College. 
 
Campus Buildings 
The 21 buildings that house the main Diamond Head campus provide a total of 
240,419 square feet (total occupancy: 6,668 persons). Much of the existing cam-
pus plant was constructed during the years 1983 to 1994. These facilities provide 
the College with a total of 67 classrooms, 11 health science labs, 7 art labs, 1 
language lab, 6 science labs, 31 computer labs, 7 food service labs, and a total of 
350 offices, of which 292 are faculty offices. 
 
Off-Campus Space for Learning Opportunities 
The College has a number of formal agreements with health care centers and 
medical personnel, including hospitals, clinics, and physicians, to provide intern-
ships and learning opportunities for Health Education students. Students enjoy 
practical clinical experience at off-campus sites around O‘ahu. Signed agreements 
are available for review in offices of each of the Health Education departments. 
 
Student Activity Space 
Student activities generally take place in the cafeteria, ‘Ilima 202, ‘Ōhi‘a 118, and 
on the Great Lawn. The rooms ‘Ōhi‘a 101 – 104 house the offices of Student 
Activities, the Board of Student Activities, the Student Congress, and Phi Theta 
Kappa (the Honors society). Also in one of these rooms is a student lounge. 
‘Ohi‘a 103 now houses fitness equipment, which will be made available to stu-
dents through the Exercise and Sport Science Program. 
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Enrollment 
Student enrollment in the College in fall 2005 was 7,289, with 4,139 FTE and 
2,647 part-time students (Reference 3B:01). The original design of the campus 
and its facilities assumed a projected maximum capacity of 5,000 full-time-
equivalent students (Reference 3B:02). Space on campus is at a premium. 
 
Allocation of Campus Space  
A single person manages the computerized system that schedules all campus 
classrooms and laboratories, excluding office space. Faculty can request the use 
of a particular room at a given time. If the requested room is not available, efforts 
are made to find an acceptable substitute. 
 
The Food Service demonstration kitchen (‘Ōhi‘a 118––maximum capacity 125 
persons) remains the only large meeting room on campus. The following activi-
ties compete for this room: orientation sessions, group tours for potential stu-
dents, workshops, piano recitals, special activities of the International Festival, 
continuing education activities, private agencies services, and classes. 
 
A major item in the Capital Improvement Program for the College is the con-
struction of a Multipurpose Facility (Reference 3B:03). The Board of Regents has 
recommended initial planning funds for the project at a cost of $1,335,000, along 
with other System-wide Capital Improvement Program planning requests. 
 
Computing Labs 
Technology has had a significant impact on the use of campus space. The College 
now has 31 computing labs on campus, with a combined total of 546 seats (Ref-
erence 3B:04). Classes are conducted in these electronic classrooms, affording 
students and instructors the opportunity to use technology in instruction. Many of 
the labs serve the students and faculty of specific departments and programs and 
are exclusively used by those units. 
 
Lama Library and other units offer around 100 seats at any given time for open 
use of computers. The increase in the number of computing labs has contributed 
to the decrease of available classrooms, though many classes held in these rooms 
take advantage of computing resources. Computer labs are either managed by 
individual departments or the Center for Excellence in Learning Teaching and 
Technology. 
 
The Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology is maintained 
for use of faculty and staff and is the locus of technology training. Since the 
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Center became operational in August 2005, use of the facility has increased stead-
ily. Under the aegis of a Title III grant, the Center’s facility was renovated in 
2006, and new equipment was purchased (Reference 3B:06). 
 
Expansion of Culinary Arts  
The College has acknowledged the importance and success of its Culinary Arts 
program and is working to expand it by initiating a Capital Improvements Project 
to create the Culinary Institute of the Pacific on the slopes of Diamond Head on 
the site of the former Cannon Club. One of two University of Hawai‘i Centennial 
Campaign Projects, the Institute will provide students of the College, students at 
other UH campuses, and industry professionals, the opportunity for advanced 
culinary training beyond the College current two-year degree program (Reference 
3B:07). 
 
This expansion supports the College Advancement Tactical Plan, Goal #1, Insti-
tutional Goal 33, Objective 3.1, to “create and sustain mutually beneficial part-
nerships to further develop the Culinary Institute of the Pacific statewide with 
construction of state-of-the-art facilities funded through external resources” 
(Reference 3B:08). 
 
On September 28, 2001, the State Board of Land and Natural resources approved 
a lease of the 7,878 acres to the University of Hawai‘i for 65 years at a cost of $1 
per year (plus $440,000 to reimburse the Department of Land and Natural Re-
sources) to build a new culinary facility at the former site of the Cannon Club 
(Reference 3B:12). The University is pursuing funds from private donors, corpo-
rations, and foundations, in addition to Federal government grants, to aid in the 
construction of the facility (Reference 3B:03). 
 
In May 2004, the Hawai‘i State Legislature appropriated $3,000,000 to support 
designing the Culinary Institute of the Pacific at Diamond Head (References 
3B:09 and 3B:10). The Cannon Club property is in an environmentally protected 
zone within the Diamond Head State Park. 
 
The property is located on “ceded lands,” which are former crown and govern-
ment lands originally belonging to the Hawaiian kingdom now held in trust by the 
State. “The Cannon Club property is ceded land and the Culinary Institute of the 
Pacific program would fulfill the educational purpose as provided for by the 
public land trust of the Admissions Act. The proximity to the College and the 
world class site present a tremendous opportunity to further develop and show-
case the Culinary Institute of the Pacific” (Reference 3B:11). 
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Distance Learning Physical Resources 
Distance-learning opportunities continue to expand rapidly at the College. The 
number of courses using internet, cable, or interactive television as instructional 
media has grown from 18 in 2000 to over 100 in 2006 (References 3B:12 and 
3B:13). 
 
Though most of the courses are internet-based and require no traditional atten-
dance in a classroom, instructors of “hybrid courses” meet face-to-face with their 
students for some portion of the instructional time. Some faculty use the media 
studios in the Naio building when in-person attendance is required. Currently the 
studios are used 10-12 hours a week in the fall semester, and 15-20 hours in the 
spring semester. 
 
The Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology is replacing 
antiquated video and computer equipment in its three media labs (Reference 
3B:06). 
 
Parking 
Parking at the College has been an ongoing problem. Because fall enrollment 
levels continue to top 7,000, parking availability during times of peak demand 
continues to challenge students and employees. Reconfigurations to parking 
designations on campus since the last accreditation report resulted in a net gain of 
11 parking spaces for students, a net gain of 8 spaces for persons who have dis-
ability access passes, and a net loss of 20 spaces for staff. Four spaces were lost 
as a result of a recycling bin placed in Lot C. A reciprocal arrangement with 
Diamond Head Theatre makes 66 additional spaces available for students during 
peak times. 
 
Current parking space allotments are listed in Table 5 on the following page 
(Reference 3B:14). 
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Table 5. 
Available Parking Distribution 

Campus Pa king  r
Areas 

Handicappe  d
Accessible 

Commercial 
Vehicle 

Loading 
Zone Staff State 

Vehicle Student Visitor 
Lot A 4   12  190  
Lot B    26  298  
Lot C 2   38  259  
Lot D 2  3 6  102  
Lot E 8     93 2 
Cactus Garden Service 
Road 

   25    

‘Ilima Lot 2      14 
Kauila Service Road    23    
Mānele Service Road    24    
‘Ōhelo Service Road    25    
‘Ōhi‘a Service Road 3 2 5     

Totals 21 2 8 179  942 16 
        

Diamond Head Theatre      66  
 
 
In January 2005, the former Chancellor stated that 400 additional spaces were 
needed to alleviate parking congestion during peak times (Reference 3B:15). As 
of fall 2005, only 13% of Kapi‘olani’s 7,000+ student body could park their 
vehicles on campus at the same hour using the 942 parking stalls available to 
them. Though faculty and staff are somewhat better served (225 staff spaces for 
551 staff), only 41% of faculty and staff can park on campus at the same time. 
When staff spaces are all occupied, faculty and staff park in student and visitor 
parking stalls. In total, Kapi‘olani CC has a stall-to-user ratio of one stall for 
every six users. 
 
Enrollment is projected to grow slightly through fall 2011. In fall 2004, student 
headcount was 7,174. This number increased by 1.6% in fall 2005 to 7,219, up 
2.1% since fall 2000 (Reference 3B:16). 
 
Action by Students. In 2005 students began lobbying the Hawai‘i State Legisla-
ture about the parking problem. Student action led to the adoption of House 
Resolution 122 in spring 2005 (Reference 3B:17). The text of the resolution is 
shown on the next page: 
 
Parking Survey. In fall 2005, three sections of English 209 (“Business Writing,” 
approximately 60 students) took on the task of researching and assembling the 
parking report for the Legislature. Under the supervision of their professor, stu-
dents conducted a campus-wide online survey from September 20, 2005 to Octo-
ber 20, 2005, (Reference 3B:18). Survey results were submitted to the 2006 
Hawai‘i Legislature. 
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Hawai‘i House of Representatives 
Resolution 122 
March 29, 2005 

 
WHEREAS, the Kapi‘olani Community College (College) suffers from an insufficient 
number of parking spaces; and 
WHEREAS, students, faculty, and the community complain about the lack of parking 
spaces at the College and in the neighboring community, particularly during peak hours; 
and 
WHEREAS, there has not been a study providing statistical evidence to validate the 
need for an additional parking structure to alleviate the parking problem at the College; 
and 
WHEREAS, funds for a study and analysis of the need for a new parking structure for 
the College may be scarce, therefore the possibility of using students to conduct the study 
was raised; and 
WHEREAS, there is an overwhelming need for and desire, particularly from the student 
body at the College, that a new parking structure be built; now, therefore, 
BE IT RESOLVED by the House of Representatives of the Twenty-third Legislature of 
the State of Hawai‘i, Regular Session of 2005, that this body supports the use of the 
student body of Kapi‘olani Community College to provide statistical evidence to build an 
additional parking facility at the College by assessing the parking needs of its student 
body, faculty, and the community, including data on: the number of vehicles that enter 
the parking lot daily; the average length of time each student waits for a parking space; 
the peak parking times; the duration of the peak parking times; the average number of 
passengers in each vehicle; and the average length of time that vehicles remain in the 
parking lot; and 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the College is encouraged to grant academic credit 
to the students who work on this project; and 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the students of Kapi‘olani Community College are 
requested to report their findings and recommendations to the Legislature no later than 
twenty days before the convening of the Regular Session of 2006; and 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that certified copies of this Resolution be transmitted 
to the President of the University of Hawai‘i, the Chancellor of the Kapi‘olani Commu-
nity College, and the President of the Student Body of Kapi‘olani Community College. 
 
 
Survey respondents included 1,175 students (15.7% of the student body), 184 
faculty, 9 administrators, and 88 staff members (50.1% of faculty/staff). The 
English 209 students responsible for writing and delivering the survey were 
creative in promoting awareness and participation to achieve a high response rate. 
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Information was also collected from the campus newspaper The Kapi‘o 
Newspress; The Honolulu Advertiser; the University of Hawai‘i Parking and 
Transportation Services, and the Kapi‘olani CC Office of Planning and Institu-
tional Research. Students interviewed UH administrators, campus faculty and 
students; a member of the neighborhood board, the management of nearby Kahala 
Mall, and a representative of the Department of Land and Natural Resources. 
 
A survey in fall 2005 asked students to indicate what means of transportation they 
used to commute to school. As the graph below shows, the overwhelming major-
ity of students use an automobile to get to school. 
 

Full Time Students, Means of Transportation

n=769

The Bus Car/Truck/Van/SUV Walk 
Bicycle Moped/Motorcycle Get dropped off
Driver of Carpool Passenger in Carpool Not answered

Students at Kapi‘olani Community College 
How They Get to School 

 

 
 
 
Periods of High Demand for Parking. Two graphs on the following pages show 
the results of having too few parking stalls for students during certain high-
demand periods. As the graph on the following page shows, most students arrive 
on campus between the hours of 7:00 am to 9:00 am. Moreover, 39% of respon-
dents reported staying on campus more than 5 hours each day. As a result of high 
demand during peak periods, many students must wait an average of 16 to 30 
minutes for available parking stalls. 
 
The graph on page 326 indicates that the peak demand for parking spaces is 
between the hours of 7:00 am and 1:00 pm, when most complaints are filed (Ref-
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erence 3B:19). The competition for parking spaces has resulted in a number of 
arguments between students and is a growing problem. A campus security noted, 
“The security office receives at least one call a day regarding a problem resulting 
from two individuals arguing at the parking lot” (Reference 3B:20). 
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Full Time Students 
Time of Arrival at the College 

Monday 62 306 131 76 88 43 
Tuesday 66 328 154 98 70 51 
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Effects of the Parking Situation on Student Learning. Two student responses 
taken from the 2005 campus-wide survey indicate how important this issue of 
parking is on campus:  
 

The biggest problem I have is fighting for parking spaces… I will get to 
school by 10 for my 10:45 class. I will sit in a row for 30 minutes and then 
have someone who just arrived jump into a spot before me. It is very frus-
trating… Panicking before class is very disruptive (Survey, #1420). 

 
They need to make more parking spaces . . . it’s really ridiculous when we 
are waiting 30 minutes to an hour for parking . . . and when we have to 
wait this long for a space, it just makes us students upset and we leave and 
do not even attend class (Survey, #1320). 
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Information provided by student respondents in the 2005 parking survey revealed 
the following statistics: 
 

• 65% said that the availability of parking caused them to be late for class; 
• 25% had missed class; 
• 8% had thought of dropping out of school; 
• 31% experienced parking rage; and  
• 332 of them even admitted parking illegally in order to make it on time to 

class. 
Parking problems have an impact on student learning because students are often 
late to class, miss class entirely, or drop classes because they are unable to park 
their cars to attend them. Of the students surveyed, 8% said they had contem-
plated dropping out of school entirely because of parking problems. A majority 
(79%) of students surveyed said they want the campus to add more parking. 
 
Community Use of Parking. The campus is a popular venue for workshops, 
conferences, and concerts. On occasion, it provides overflow parking for events 
in Waikīkī. Event organizers then shuttle people to event locations. Events that 
have used campus facilities or parking lots during 2004-2006 include the follow-
ing:  
 

• Choppers Only Hawai‘i Bike Show (Great Lawn and Café) 
• Hip Hop Festival 
• Japanese Moon Viewing Society’s Full Moon Viewing in the fall (Great 

Lawn) 
• Student Activities Outdoor Concerts 
• The Epilepsy Foundation Bike Race (beginning and ending in the College 

parking lot) 
• Hawai‘i United Okinawa Association (parking lots only – shuttles provided 

to Kapi‘olani Park) 
• The Pacific Century Fellows interview, selection, and lunch  
• The PGA Sony Open (parking lots only – shuttles provided to Wai‘alae 

Country Club) 
 
Charges for Use of Campus Parking Facilities. Increased use of campus parking 
lots is a concern, as some feel the pressure to provide parking for outside groups 
will inconvenience faculty, staff, and students,(Reference 3B:20). In 2005, the 
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campus began to charge organizers of outside events for the use of its parking 
lots. Hourly charges are: $25 for UH Affiliated Programs, $30 for Non-Profit 
organizations, and $40 for For-Profit Programs (Reference 3B:21). 
 
Complaints. Complaints are frequently filed by the people using the parking lots 
at the College and by members of the surrounding neighborhoods. Auxiliary 
Services receives 30-40 complaints per semester, primarily from faculty. Students 
and visitors have also lodged complaints (Reference 3B:19). The most common 
complaint reported to the Honolulu Police Department from neighborhood resi-
dents is that a car is parked too close to a driveway. 
 
Neighborhood residents are sympathetic to students who park on the streets, and 
know that there is not enough parking or bus service to the campus. According to 
the Chair of the Ka‘imukī Neighborhood Board, “Parking is a growing problem, 
but not from Kapi‘olani enrollment and growth alone. The State Health Depart-
ment has located more employees in the area. Park usage has grown. And housing 
density and population has grown, too” (Reference 3B:22). 
  
Proposed Parking Solutions. Possible parking solutions include the following: 1) 
promotion of carpooling, bicycling, and use of public transportation; 2) use of the 
Diamond Head Monument land (across the street from the campus); 3) use of the 
Cannon Club site (near the campus); 4) charging a fee for parking on campus; and 
5) building a parking structure. These options are discussed below. 
 
Promotion of Public Transportation. Three bus routes (3, 58, and 22) serve the 
campus every day (Reference 3B:23). In fall 2005, a discounted pass for college 
students (U-PASS) was made available for $134.00 a semester (Reference 
3B:24). The impact this savings opportunity might have on campus parking has 
not yet been determined. 
 
The number of survey respondents who claim they require a car to get to and 
from school suggests that public transportation solutions will continue to have a 
marginal impact on parking. According to the survey, 78% of students think they 
must drive a personal vehicle to and from school because of obligations outside of 
school. 
 
Use of Diamond Head Monument Land. The Diamond Head lot is an area 
across the street from Kapi‘olani Community College, bounded by Makapu‘u 
Avenue on the Waikīkī side, and the Chapel. The area is part of the Diamond 
Head State Monument. According to the Auxiliary Services Officer, the area is 
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part of a larger region that will one day be a linear parkway beginning at 22nd 
Avenue, and terminating at the site of the former Cannon Club. The State De-
partment of Land and Natural Resources issues special permits for short-term 
parking in the area and did so to the campus during the bus strike of 2004. 
 
The Coordinator of Diamond Head State Monument Park stated that parks ap-
prove temporary parking permits on park land on a case-by-case basis. The mas-
ter plan of the Park calls for public use of the area. Permanent parking is not 
considered “compatible use” and is not permitted. The Park on occasion can 
provide temporary relief to the campus parking problem when the College files a 
formal proposal (Reference 3B:25). 
 
Use of the Cannon Club Site. As mentioned above, Kapi‘olani CC is in the 
process of building the Culinary Institute of the Pacific at the former site of the 
Cannon Club, one-quarter mile from the campus. Parking will be available there 
for students, faculty, and staff. The Diamond Head Master plan, administered by 
the Diamond Head Advisory Committee, includes parking spaces for the Culinary 
Institute of the Pacific and for visitors to Diamond Head Crater. The exact num-
ber of parking spaces has yet to be determined. The Board of Regents has shown 
its continued support of the Cannon Club/Culinary Institute of the Pacific at 
Diamond Head by including the initiative in its approved budgets. 
 
A long-range plan proposes to move the entrance tunnel to the crater from the 
Koko Head (southeast) side to the Waikīkī side, which will be closer to the Can-
non Club site. A tram at the Cannon club site will transport visitors to and from 
the crater, and all vehicles will be prohibited from entering the crater. 
 
This development will put additional strain and responsibility on the Cannon 
Club site, as its parking lots will have to accommodate both rental cars and buses 
(Reference 3B:26). Since parking at the Cannon Club/Culinary Institute of the 
Pacific at Diamond Head site must accommodate needs of that facility as well as 
visitors to Diamond Head State Monument, that additional parking space may not 
relieve the parking situation at the College main campus. 
 
Charging a Fee for Parking on Campus. Students working on solutions to the 
parking problem looked for recent construction of parking structures at other 
campuses. A new parking structure at the Hawaiian Studies Center located on the 
UH Mānoa campus seemed to offer a suitable means for comparison. Completed 
in fall 2004, the Hawaiian Studies Parking Structure has 276 parking stalls on 4 
levels. The total cost of the structure was $4.5 million. The fee for parking in the 
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structure is $3 per vehicle, and parking is on a first-come-first-served basis (Ref-
erence 3B:27). 
 
Two factors provide reasons for not charging a parking fee. First, Kapi‘olani has 
had a long tradition of free parking. According to the Acting Chancellor, the 
tradition started as an agreement between the neighborhood and the Kapi‘olani 
campus, so that students would not inconvenience the surrounding neighborhoods 
by parking on the streets. 
 
Second, the physical layout of campus parking lots would be problematic for the 
installation of fee collection stations. Ingress and egress from the campus would 
greatly aggravate traffic problems. In the fall 2005 survey, 62% of the students 
surveyed replied that they would not pay for parking. 
 
Building a New Parking Structure. The only feasible long-term solution seems 
to be the addition of more parking spaces, either of more paved lots or a multi-
level structure. While expensive, a well-designed structure may provide the most 
aesthetically and environmentally appropriate solution. 
 
According to the Auxiliary Services Officer, “a classroom building/parking struc-
ture with attractive landscaping to screen it” would be the best solution for an 
expansion of campus parking. A three-to-four acre parcel below the ‘Ōlapa build-
ing may be a site where additional parking stalls could be built (Reference 
3B:28). 
 
In 2004, the College made progress on parking improvements by paving a grav-
eled lot. However, parking remains a problem.  
 
The Chapel 
The Chapel is a high-use facility located adjacent to Parking Lot C on Diamond 
Head Road. It was originally used for continuing education instruction but has 
since become a multi-use facility. It provides a large open space, two bathrooms, 
and several small rooms. Some cabinet spaces are used by the Office of Human 
Resources and the Business Office to store files. Academic courses taught in the 
Chapel are five sections of guitar, two sections of ballet, and one section of hula. 
The Arts and Humanities Department purchased mirrors and ballet barres for 
dance classes. 
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The Chapel also serves continuing education courses and the needs of approxi-
mately seven off-campus groups. Efforts are underway to establish policies and 
procedures for use by off-campus groups. 
 
The severity of termite damage has made the second floor inaccessible. Over the 
past three years, Arts and Humanities faculty members and other Chapel users 
have kept campus administration informed about the building’s problems and 
maintenance concerns. 
 
The Auxiliary Services Officer, the Chair of the Arts and Humanities Depart-
ment, and the Dean of Student Services have worked together to improve the 
Chapel by the initiating the following repairs:  
 

• Replacing torn screens and broken window panes;  
• Repairing the windows so they can be opened;  
• Repairing electrical wiring for lighting and fans for ventilation;  
• Making minimal repairs to the floor; and  
• Repairing the plumbing to prevent the men’s toilet from overflowing into 

the classroom space. 
The flooring in the Chapel was replaced in spring 2006. In addition, a wheelchair 
ramp was constructed to comply with ADA requirements. 
 
Maile Performing Arts Theater 
The Maile Performing Arts Theater was built in the early 1980s. Before that time, 
the Chapel accommodated all performing arts classes. Maile consists of a large 
open room with a stage, dressing room, and two faculty offices. The building is a 
classroom for the 150-175 students enrolled in the 13 dance, drama, and music 
classes offered each semester. It also serves as an end-of-semester performance 
space. In addition to the credit program, continuing education offers three to four 
performance classes with 15 or more students per class. Heavy usage of this 
building makes scheduling rehearsals difficult. 
 
Like the Chapel, Maile also suffers from extensive termite damage. Doors and 
doorways have been replaced and wall repairs made, but the problem is not under 
control. A piano that was once considered in “excellent playing condition,” be-
came riddled with termite damage and is no longer operable. Floorboards on the 
stairs, balcony and the handicap ramp leading into the building, as well as the 
railings, are damaged. The College has made immediate and necessary termite 
repairs to buildings and plans to renew its termite control contract. 
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The flooring is bowing in different areas. Maile’s bathrooms have experienced 
flooding problems. The facility lacks sufficient storage space for flats, scenery, 
light fixtures, costumes, props, musical equipment, choral and audience risers, 
audience chairs, and state mandated handicap ramps. 
 
The performing arts faculty and the chair of the Arts and Humanities Department 
recommend that Maile be replaced with another facility that will provide class-
rooms, rehearsal and storage space and showers, and a venue for campus and 
public presentations. 
 
Renovation of Mānele Building  
In fall 2005, the Campus renovated the Mānele building as the Mālama Hawai‘i 
Center to be “a source of comprehensive support for Native Hawaiian and Pacific 
Islands students, curriculum development, and new Initiatives.” This action meets 
Goal 4, Objective 1, Action Strategy 1 of the campus strategic plan and also 
meets one of the departmental action strategies in the Student Services Tactical 
Plan (References 3B:29 and 3B:30). 
 
Survey to Measure Satisfaction with the Campus Physical Resources 
In fall 2005, the College polled faculty and staff regarding their satisfaction with 
campus physical resources. Below are responses to general questions asked about 
space, security, and lighting: 
 

• Workspace: 70% of faculty, and 53% of staff felt their offices and work 
spaces met acceptable standards;  

• Air conditioning: 75% of faculty, and 85% of staff rated this service as 
“good” or “excellent”; 

• Laboratories: 53% of faculty, and 35% of staff felt that the laboratories 
where they worked met acceptable standards (50% of the staff answered “I 
don’t know” to this question);  

• Equipment: 36% of faculty, and 45% of the staff thought that the equip-
ment they used was regularly maintained by the College in regard to safety 
and maximum benefit; 

• Lighting: 30% of faculty and 28% of staff thought the campus had ade-
quate lighting, while 58% and 67% percent thought campus lighting unsat-
isfactory; and 

• Quality of the working environment: When asked, “Where could efforts 
best be placed to improve the quality of your working environment and ex-
perience at Kapi‘olani CC?” faculty replied parking (22%), building new 
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facilities (21%), and improving office and workspace (19%). Staff replied 
building new facilities (22%), improving office and workspace (21%), and 
improving parking (19%). 

 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard, but there are signs of strain. Concerns about 
physical resources not adequately addressed in the 2000 Self Study must be 
addressed now to accommodate the growing number of programs and students 
since 2000. The campus still has a shortage of auditorium space and large class-
room space. The food service demonstration kitchen (‘Ōhi‘a 118––maximum 
capacity 125 persons) remains the largest meeting room on campus other than the 
campus cafeteria (capacity 375) in the ‘Ōhi‘a building. 
 
The cafeteria serves as a space for student activities, performances, and beginning 
of term general faculty meetings. However, the room’s primary purpose is an 
eating facility, and it should not be used for large-scale student or faculty activi-
ties. 
 
Construction of a multipurpose facility would provide the College with badly 
needed space for programs, classrooms, and activity areas. Added space would 
then allow the College to respond to emerging economic and workforce devel-
opment activities of the State, including Exercise and Sport Science, Biotechnol-
ogy, eBusiness, Teacher Education, and, long-term-care in health programs 
(Reference 3B:03). A new structure should include a large classroom or audito-
rium to relieve the pressure on the overtaxed ‘Ōhi‘a 118 and the cafeteria. 
 
The campus 2000 Self Study noted there was limited physical space for students 
to conduct activities, stating that the consistent use of the cafeteria as a temporary 
venue was unsuccessful in fully engaging students. The study recommended the 
development of a campus mall in and around the space known as the Great Lawn. 
 
In fall 2005, the Acting Chancellor stated there were no immediate plans to de-
velop the mall. Small improvements, such as the addition of umbrellas for out-
door tables around the Great Lawn and ‘Iliahi, have made these areas more 
attractive and comfortable. However, students need dedicated space for student 
activities. 
 
The Chapel is a classroom space for credit and continuing education courses. As 
of March 2006, the UH System is developing policies governing the use of cam-
pus space use by outside individuals. Business Office and Office of Human Re-
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sources records and files stored in the Chapel must be moved to a more appropri-
ate facility. 
 
Parking remains a problem. The Hawai‘i State Legislature and Kapi‘olani stu-
dents have started a dialogue that may eventually result in more parking in the 
future, but immediate action is needed. 
 
The campus has addressed student computing needs by making more computing 
labs available, meeting Objective 2 of the campus strategic plan “to provide, 
maintain and make visible fully accessible student support services to promote 
improved student success rates and satisfaction” by “maintain(ing) and develop-
ing computer infrastructure to promote improved student access to computers” 
(Reference 3B:29). 
 
Planning Agenda 

The College will continue to seek space in Waikīkī to serve as an appropriate 
office and training center. A training center in Waikīkī supports the College 2003 
– 2010 Strategic Plan, Goal 3, Objective 2, to “create and sustain mutually bene-
ficial partnerships to further develop the Hawai‘i Center for Hospitality and 
Tourism Education and Training.” 
 
The College has requested $860,000 for a parking structure (Reference 3B:03), 
addressing UH System Strategic Plan Goal 4, Objective 2 “to create positive, 
healthful, resource efficient, and sustainable physical environments on the cam-
puses of the University that enhance the psychological well-being of the students, 
employees, and community members” (Reference 3B:31). 
 
In its budget request for the biennium 2007-2009, the College requested 
$1,335,000 as initial funds towards construction of the Multipurpose Facility. 
However, this request was not included in the Board of Regents budget that was 
submitted to the Legislature. 
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III.B.1.b. The institution assures that physical resources at all locations where 
it offers courses, programs, and services are constructed and maintained to 
assure access, safety, security, and a healthful learning and working environ-
ment. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

Responsibility for management, maintenance, and operation of physical facilities 
rests with the Auxiliary Services Office, supervised by the Vice Chancellor for 
Administrative Services. The Auxiliary Services Officer manages Auxiliary 
Services, and supervises the following five primary components of the College 
operations and maintenance:  
 

• Building maintenance; 
• Custodial services; 
• Grounds-keeping; 
• Security; and  
• Work by private contractors (including air conditioning repair and mainte-

nance, locksmith services, electrical repairs, tree trimming, maintenance of 
riding mowers, gas and electric carts, trash disposal, security alarm mainte-
nance, and vehicle towing.). 

 
The Auxiliary Services staff is responsible for the care and maintenance of the 
44-acre campus and 21 buildings. Building-maintenance personnel include a 
supervisor, a painter, a sprinkler system repairer, and two building-maintenance 
workers. Grounds-keeping has a supervisor and six grounds-keepers. The custo-
dial staff consists of two foremen and 18 janitors. As of spring 2006, there were 
18 full-time janitors and one position in recruitment. 
 
The College program for preventative maintenance identifies the departments 
responsible for preventative maintenance activities and schedules the activities 
into tri-monthly, semi-annual, annual, and tri-annual tasks. Building maintenance, 
grounds-keeping, and custodial services are scheduled at times that minimize 
disruptions of classroom activities. 
 
College staff can request non-scheduled repairs and maintenance. This process 
involves submitting a work request form available in all department offices. 
Work requests can be written, faxed, phoned in, emailed, or delivered orally to 
the Auxiliary Services Officer. The Auxiliary Services Officer ranks work re-
quests and assigns them to the appropriate department. 
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The December 2005 Campus survey indicated that almost seventy percent of the 
College faculty and staff knew how to file these requests, and that 66% of faculty, 
and 74% of staff rated Auxiliary Services maintenance and repair requests as 
“good” or “excellent.” Nearly 70% of faculty, and 69% of staff rated janitorial 
services as “good” or “excellent.” 
 
Security  
The College employs security personnel to patrol the campus. Kapi‘olani CC 
civil service security officers cover the day and evening shifts (6 am-10:30 pm) 
five days a week. The 10:30 pm to 6 am shift and the weekend shifts are con-
tracted to Freeman Guards. The campus plans to hire two more security officers 
in July 2006. 
 
A number of campus-wide building break-ins 2003-2004 resulted in the loss of 
equipment, including a number of laptops taken from Lama Library. The College 
responded by installing alarm systems in several buildings. No burglaries have 
been reported since, according to the Auxiliary Services Officer. The campus 
survey revealed that 53% of faculty, and 46% of staff, felt their office and work-
spaces were secure from break-ins, while 32% of faculty, and 36% of staff felt 
that their areas were not secure. 
 
Campus Safety  
Since the 2000 Self Study, an emergency call box has been installed in parking 
lot C. The call box contains a fixed cell phone powered by photovoltaic panels; 
the equipment enables users to contact campus security or 911. 
 
In 2005, the campus recorded four sexual assaults, one burglary, six thefts of 
personal property, and one auto theft (Reference 3B:32), prompting a review of 
campus safety. Campus safety concerns were also voiced by members of the 
Deans’ Advisory Council (Reference 3B:33). 
 
More emergency call boxes are planned, according to the Auxiliary Services 
Officer. Though lighting in the parking lots meets illumination standards, safety 
concerns prompted a discussion of increasing illumination. As a result, all light-
ing installations in the parking lots are scheduled for replacement in 2006. 
 
The campus improved campus lighting in the parking lots by trimming trees to 
ensure the proper diffusion of light (Reference 3B:47). All non-functioning bulbs 
were replaced in parking lot light fixtures (Reference 3B:48). 
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Renovations and Repairs 
The Campus maintains records of buildings and areas scheduled for repair and 
maintenance. Documents called “Repairs and Maintenance Information and 
Justification Sheets,” housed in Auxiliary Services, summarize urgently needed 
repairs and renovations. For example, the Chapel and Maile buildings cited above 
have been inspected and budgets prepared for their repair and renovation. Asphalt 
walkways and parking lots need resurfacing. Areas in some buildings need main-
tenance to prevent hazardous conditions for students, faculty, and staff. 
 
The College also maintains list of Deferred Repairs and Maintenance Projects and 
competes with other campuses in the Community College system for resources to 
complete requested repairs and maintenance. 
 
The Auxiliary Services Officer works with the Vice Chancellor for Administra-
tive Services to determine construction, renovation, and repair priorities. Projects 
exceeding $25,000 (such as re-roofing or painting an entire building) require 
competitive contractual bidding. The University of Hawai‘i’s Procurement Office 
handles the bid process. The College normally accepts the lowest bid, although 
other performance criteria may also be considered in awarding bids. 
 
The College has suffered major infestations of ground termites and has contracted 
for termite control services from local vendors. The College has made immediate 
and necessary termite repairs to buildings such as the Chapel and Lama Library. 
The College will continue to address the problem and will be renewing the ter-
mite contract. 
 
The College evaluates the condition and adequacy of physical resources by poll-
ing faculty, staff, and students; conducting surveys created by external consult-
ants; and comprehensive educational and facilities planning (Reference 3B:12). 
The following improvements cited in the 2000 Self Study as ongoing projects 
were completed: installation of energy efficient lighting throughout campus, and 
upgrades and/or renovations to air-conditioning in the Kauila, Ōlonā, and ‘Ōhi‘a 
buildings. Renovations to Mānele and Manono were completed in 2005-2006. 
 
Air-conditioning projects on campus usually take priority since their impact on 
teaching and learning is significant. Often expensive ventures, repair and mainte-
nance of air-conditioning are ranked according to importance. According to the 
Auxiliary Services Officer, the College has been satisfied with its five-year con-
tract with Honeywell, to which to campus pays $100,000 annually. Faculty and 
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staff are quite satisfied with air-conditioning services: 75% of faculty, and 85% of 
staff rated this service as “good” or “excellent.” 
 
Accessibility 
The campus is accessible to persons with disabilities. Wheelchair ramps, auto-
matic doors, and thirty parking slots are available. As reported in the 2000 Self 
Study, the Americans with Disabilities Act Supplement Survey for Kapi‘olani 
Community College, identified accessibility barriers for individuals with disabili-
ties (Reference 3B:34). Recommendations for corrective actions and cost esti-
mates were provided, and plans were made to make the needed changes 
according to the buildings registering the highest use first, followed by lesser-
used facilities as funding was made available. 
 
All modification projects were completed and, as of 2005, the Campus has been 
deemed completely accessible (References 3B:35 and 3B:36). The Disability and 
Communications Access Board reviewed the plans and specifications for both 
projects, now kept in the office of the Auxiliary Services Officer. 
 
To improve fire safety, fire alarms for the hearing-impaired were lowered on 
walls to increase their visibility. Although the fire alarm system currently meets 
safety standards, the College has requested $500,000 to upgrade the fire alarm 
system because many parts of the system are obsolete and cannot be replaced. 
 
Threats and Hazards 
The College is committed to providing safety and security. Emergency proce-
dures for situations such as fire, severe weather, and bomb threats are posted in 
classrooms and offices. New procedures are being developed and will replace 
current ones in 2006. 
 
Hazardous biological and chemical waste generated by programs at the College is 
handled by the College and disposed of by private contractors. Two documents 
explain in great detail the policies and procedures governing the handling and 
disposal of hazardous wastes: Chemical Hygiene Plan, University of Hawai‘i, 
Community Colleges (Reference 3B:37), and Hazardous Materials/Hazardous 
Waste Management Program, Kapi‘olani Community College (Reference 3B:38). 
 
The College consults with the UH Community Colleges Environmental Health 
and Safety Officer, who reports to the Associate Vice President for Administra-
tive Affairs. The Safety Officer conducts annual workshops on the proper storage 
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and disposal of chemical and biological substances used in teaching and research, 
and maintains records of all attendees. 
 
The Environmental Health and Safety Officer is also responsible for contracting 
with private vendors for disposal of chemical and biological hazardous waste 
(Reference 3B:39). Additionally, the Officer offers workshops in ergonomics and 
office safety, and ensures that the College complies with all safety rules and 
regulations. 
  
The College regularly consults with fire personnel stationed at Ka‘imukī Fire 
Station #5 on Koko Head Avenue, four blocks from campus. Fire personnel 
periodically visit the College to ensure that the College is in compliance with fire 
safety regulations, and that all buildings have adequate access to water supplies in 
case of fire. 
 
Private vendors hired by the College monitor fire alarms, fire extinguishers, and 
first aid kits. Kits are checked at the beginning of each semester. Should first aid 
supplies run low, Auxiliary Services contacts the vendor for replacements (Refer-
ences 3B:40, 3B:41, and 3B:42). 
 
Health Center 
Establishing a health center has been under consideration since the 1994 accredi-
tation review. Several alternatives were explored, including a self-financed cen-
ter, a center financed through a local HMO, and one financed in conjunction with 
the Health Center at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. 
 
Students can purchase low cost medical and dental insurance through a preferred 
insurance carrier and are eligible to use the UH Mānoa Health Center, approxi-
mately two miles away (Reference 3B:43). 
 
Students in need of non-critical medical care are directed to the Student Health 
Service on the UH Mānoa campus. The proximity of the UH Student Health 
Service eliminated the need to duplicate costly medical services on campus. The 
911 emergency services handle emergency medical situations occurring on cam-
pus. 
 
Self Evaluation 

Kapi‘olani meets the Standard, though there are signs of strain. Although the 
Auxiliary Services Officer had been on the job for more than ten years (from 
January 2, 1996 to December 12, 2005) Auxiliary Services has experienced a 
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rapid turnover in other employees. Staffing challenges in Auxiliary Services have 
resulted in concerns about excessive overload. 
 
Additional funding is needed to enable Auxiliary Services to clear a substantial 
backlog of building repair and renovation. The current budget allocations have 
constrained the cycle of air-conditioning repairs and maintenance by always 
moving the most critical projects to the forefront at the expense of equally deserv-
ing ones that have been on the deferred maintenance and repair list for some time. 
 
The Chapel and Maile buildings are in need of repair. The College estimated 
repair and maintenance costs for the Chapel at $480,000. However, the building’s 
status as a historical site has postponed major structural work.  
 
Students in need of non-critical medical care are directed to the Student Health 
Service on the UH Mānoa campus. 
 
Planning Agenda 

The College will complete repair the following buildings in 2006-2007: 
 

• Kalia––renovation of the first floor; 
• Library––re-roofing, air conditioning replacement, exchange of jalousie 

windows for sealed ones, replacement of first floor ducts and ceiling, and 
installation of a reheat feature into the air conditioning system to control 
humidity and abate moisture;  

• Naio––replacement of the air conditioning chiller units and cooling towers; 
and 

• ‘Ōhelo––repair and replacement of air conditioning units (Reference 
3B:44). 

 
Further, 24 additional repair and maintenance projects have been identified and 
placed on the Deferred Repair and Maintenance Project list (Reference 3B:45). 
Some of these projects include the installation of a campus-wide energy man-
agement system, re-keying and installing an electronic key system, campus-wide 
repainting and re-carpeting, re-roofing ‘Ōhi‘a, ‘Iliahi, and Ōlonā, resurfacing 
parking lots A, B, C, and D, resurfacing asphalt walkways, and repainting and 
refurbishing the Chapel. 
 
Other buildings that have been marked for air-conditioning replacement include 
‘Ōhelo and ‘Iliahi. In addition, projects such as the replacement of the kitchen 
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exhaust system in ‘Ōhi‘a and the re-roofing of ‘Ōhi‘a have been identified and 
placed on the Repairs and Maintenance Information and Justification Sheet (Ref-
erence 3B:46). 
 
The Campus plans to replace all parking lot lighting fixtures in 2006 (pending 
supplementary budget request – decision by May 2006). 
 
The Campus will install additional emergency call boxes in 2006 (Reference 
3B:49). Though lighting in the parking lots meets illumination standards, safety 
concerns prompted discussion of increasing illumination. As a result, all lighting 
installations in the parking lots are scheduled for replacement in 2006. 
 
 
III.B.2. To assure the feasibility and effectiveness of physical resources in 
supporting institutional programs and services, the institution plans and evalu-
ates its facilities and equipment on a regular basis, taking utilization and other 
relevant data into account. 
 
III.B.2.a. Long-range capital plans support institutional improvement goals and 
reflect projections of the total cost of ownership of new facilities and equip-
ment. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

The College recognizes the need to review its long-range development plan and 
has requested funds from the State legislature in the last two biennium budget 
cycles to begin that process. Thus far, no funds have been appropriated. The 
College will be submitting the same request in the 2007-2009 Biennium Budget. 
 
Makapu‘u Avenue Parcel 
In the October 22, 2005, edition of The Honolulu Advertiser, the UH Director of 
Capital Improvements identified an available, UH-owned 2.49-acre parcel on 
Makapu‘u Avenue across the street from Kapi‘olani as a parcel of land that “has 
the best short term prospects for earning income for the University.” The article 
noted that a hired consultant prepared a conceptual plan for possible uses of the 
parcel, and reported that private developers were interested, perhaps to develop 
the site as condominiums (Reference 3B:50). This parcel could be a valuable 
asset for the College. 
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Culinary Institute of the Pacific 
The Culinary Institute of the Pacific cited above is another example of a long-
range capital project that has already received State and federal funding for initial 
planning, permitting, and design. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College partially meets the Standard. Though the campus has identified new 
programs and has proposed expanding current programs, it has not yet begun to 
develop systematic long range planning goals that are in line with the strategic 
plan. However, the campus administration is beginning to address this weakness. 
In spring 2006, the UH Mānoa Office of Capital Improvements spoke to the 
Kapi‘olani CC Policy, Planning, and Assessment Council on how to create plans 
for long-range development. 
 
The College is aware of the Makapu‘u parcel adjacent to the campus that would 
be beneficial to campus growth and expansion, and is actively campaigning to 
acquire the property for development. 
 
Planning Agenda 

The campus administration has begun the investigation of acquiring the 
Makapu‘u parcel. The Acting Chancellor submitted a request to the Office of the 
President of the University to begin discussions on the use of the land by 
Kapi‘olani. 
 
Staff members from the UHCC Vice President’s office are helping the College 
update its long-range development plan. 
 
 
III.B.2.b. Physical resource planning is integrated with institutional planning. 
The institution systematically assesses the effective use of physical resources 
and uses the results of the evaluation as the basis for improvement. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

Beginning in 2004, each Academic Program and each Administrative and Educa-
tional Support Unit drafted tactical plans. Tactical plans for a three-year period 
include the goals of the program or unit, the objectives, activities, and resources 
needed to make the plans happen, and the methods to assess effectiveness and 
success. Tactical plans must incorporate the goals and objectives of the campus 
2003-2010 strategic plan. 
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Program and unit heads work collaboratively with faculty and staff to develop 
and write the plans, and review them annually. The Policy, Planning, and As-
sessment Council reviews and rates the resource needs of each tactical plan, and 
forwards its recommendations to the Chancellor for action. Tactical planning has 
the potential to involve everyone in the planning, implementation, and realization 
of goals and objectives of Academic Programs and Administrative and Educa-
tional Support Units. 
 
As a result of tactical planning, the campus is moving forward on the following 
Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives for the campus (Reference 3B:29): 
 

• Goal Three, Objective One is to “Create and sustain mutually beneficial 
partnerships to further develop the Culinary Institute of the Pacific state-
wide with construction of state-of-the-art facilities funded through external 
resources.” The College is meeting this objective by seeking additional 
funding for the construction of the Institute in addition to the initial Capital 
Improvement Project funding of $3,000,000 already approved by the State 
Legislature. 

• Goal Three, Objective Two is “to create and sustain mutually beneficial 
partnerships to further develop a Center for Hospitality and Tourism Edu-
cation to support integration of Interpret Hawai‘i, the Waikīkī Lifelong 
Learning Center, hotel management, travel and tourism, and applied lan-
guage and culture studies.” The campus is seeking space in Waikīkī to es-
tablish the Center. 

• Goal Three, Objective Seven seeks “to develop a Center for Sustaining In-
novation in Teaching Excellence to support interdisciplinary collaborations 
and the development of assessment processes.” In January 2005, the Col-
lege reorganized and renamed the Instructional Media Technology Services 
educational support unit to the Center of Excellence in Learning, Teaching 
and Technology. The Naio building where the Center is located, is sched-
uled for renovation in summer 2006. 

• Goal Six, Objective 2 is “to develop a flexible physical infrastructure that 
adapts and responds to a complex and changing environment, and ad-
dresses the needs of a diverse and dynamic student population…” In fall 
2005, the campus renovated the Mānele building and established the Mā-
lama Hawai‘i Center. 

• Goal Six, Objective 2, Action Strategy 11 addresses other activities, such 
as the “new construction or acquisition for new buildings… for Exercise 
and Sport Science, Visual and Performing Arts courses and programs, Sci-
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ence Labs, and Service-Learning student support services.” The proposed 
Multi-Purpose Facility Capital Improvement Project cited above was justi-
fied as a UH System Goal and Objective. “This project will provide the 
College with adequate physical facilities to meet student demands for 
classes, as well as allow the College to be responsive to emerging initia-
tives in economic and workforce development of the State. Such programs 
include Science, Biotechnology, eBusiness, Teacher Education, and long-
term care health programs” (Reference 3B:04). 

 
However, the 2005 campus survey revealed that a majority of faculty and staff do 
not feel they are involved in institutional planning. Although Academic Programs 
and Administrative and Educational Support Units were asked to create tactical 
plans to evaluate current and long term goals, the campus survey revealed that 
less than 11% of department chairs were actively and regularly involved in the 
institutional planning process as it relates to long-range capital projects involving 
their own programs and units; 44% were “Sometimes” involved in this process; 
while 44% were “Rarely,” or “Never” involved. When department chairs were 
asked, “Do you participate in the campus’ direction and planning for long-range 
capital projects,” 44% answered “Sometimes,” while 55% answered “Rarely” or 
“Never.” 
 
Faculty and staff surveys indicated a low level of involvement in department and 
campus facilities planning. To the question “Have you been asked within the last 
two years to determine your existing needs and to recommend new equipment or 
facilities to meet the campus’ strategic plan,” 73% of faculty responded “No,” 
27% “Yes.” Staff responded 77% “No” and 23% “Yes.”  
 
A similar question met with a similar response: “Have you been asked within the 
last two years to evaluate the effectiveness of facilities and equipment used in 
instructional and campus support activities:” 77% replied “No,” 23% “Yes.” Staff 
were asked, “Have you been asked to evaluate the facilities and equipment used 
in your work areas,” 84% responded “No, 16% “Yes.” 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College partially meets the Standard. The renovation of the Mānele Building 
to the new Mālama Hawai‘i Center in October was a significant improvement to 
meet the needs of Native Hawaiians. The request for capital improvement funds 
to build a multipurpose facility will result in the addition to badly needed space 
on campus. 
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Survey responses noted above suggest that the previous campus administration 
did not communicate with a majority of the faculty and staff and involve them in 
the assessment of the effective use of physical resources. Faculty and staff were 
also not included in long range strategic planning as it affected their own Aca-
demic Programs and Administrative and Educational Support Units. 
 
The College is in the process of meeting the Standard by involving faculty and 
staff in physical resource planning as it is integrated with institutional planning 
using tactical plans. Academic programs and Administrative and Educational 
Support Units are required to evaluate the effective use of physical resources 
using the tactical plan method.  
 
Annual reviews and updates to each tactical plan enable faculty and staff to par-
ticipate in the ongoing development and direction of their program or unit, and to 
communicate their needs to the administration. Now that the tactical plans are in 
place, these plans need to be implemented into an institution-wide plan. 
 
The “Timeline for Ongoing Improvement: Planning, Assessing, and Budgeting” 
is a first step in this process (Reference 3B:51). Developed by the administration 
and the Policy, Planning, and Assessment Council, the Timeline is a schedule of 
when supplemental budget information, fiscal biennium reports, various surveys, 
and program review data must be received, processed, or completed. It is a docu-
ment on which more explicit long-range strategic planning can be based. Accord-
ing to the Timeline, strategic planning for 2010-2017 will commence in July 
2008. 
 
New programs described in the College strategic plan will affect campus space 
and will require costly new modifications and additions to the physical plant. The 
campus administration must share the responsibility and challenge with faculty 
and staff to bring its short-term and long-term Strategic Goals to fruition. 
 
Planning Agenda 

The administration, faculty, and staff must continue to develop and refine the 
methods and processes the College will use to assess the effective use of physical 
resources, and to use the results of the evaluation for improvement.  
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III.C. Technology Resources 
 
Technology resources are used to support student learning programs and ser-
vices and to improve institutional effectiveness. Technology planning is inte-
grated with institutional planning. 
 
III.C.1. The institution assures that any technology support it provides is de-
signed to meet the needs of learning, teaching, college-wide communications, 
research, and operational systems. 
 
III.C.1.a. Technology services, professional support, facilities, hardware, and 
software are designed to enhance the operation and effectiveness of the institu-
tion. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

The College continues to work towards achievement of the University of Hawai‘i 
Strategic Plan for Information Technology 2000 (Reference 3C:01). A key tech-
nology-related goal of that plan, Goal E, is to “Promote effective learning through 
a continuing commitment to the maintenance and improvement of the campus 
physical environment and through the application of new technologies to better 
serve traditional and non-traditional students.” The College works to apply on 
campus the following technology-related action strategies: 
 

• Make all UHCC campuses and facilities information-technology friendly, 
with a reliable, modern, technical infrastructure; 

• Use information technologies appropriately and effectively with the assis-
tance of an able and committed information-technology support staff; and 

• Effectively manage the converging and rapidly advancing technologies of 
computing and communications across the UH system and at each campus 
or college by employing sound fiscal practices. 

 
In addition, as Kapi‘olani CC works toward developing an effective, efficient, 
and sustainable infrastructure to support learning and teaching, the College is 
guided by the University’s “Executive Policy On Use And Management Of In-
formation Technology Resources“ (Reference 3C:02), as well as the University’s 
Strategic Plan for Technology 2000. The Executive Policy states the following: 
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All members of the University of Hawai‘i community will have access to a 
first-class information technology infrastructure consisting of the tools, 
services and support that will enable them to be the most effective they can 
be (p. i). 

 
Action items in the Strategic Plan for Technology 2000 include the following 
items that Kapi‘olani CC is implementing (Reference 3C:01): 
 

• Enhance Information Security Capability; 
• Establish a capability of information security that monitors and manages 

security of institutional systems while also providing information and sec-
ondary support to system and network managers throughout the university 
system who are accountable for the resources they manage; 

• Increase Professional Development Opportunities; 
• Fund ongoing professional development for all workers who use and sup-

port information technology. Centralized information about training and 
professional development opportunities should be maintained and actively 
promulgated; 

• Reinvigorate Information Technology Advisory Committees and Informa-
tion Technology Planning; and 

• Reappoint, recharge, and support the activities of a System-wide Informa-
tion Technology Advisory Committee. Ensure that unit and/or college In-
formation Technology planning engages campuses in implementation of 
this strategic plan and other local activities and issues. 

 
Under these guidelines, technology is thoughtfully applied to teaching, learning, 
student services, and campus operations to ensure effective and efficient provi-
sion of services and instruction. Technology resources are sufficiently available 
for staff, faculty, and students, and technical support is made available through 
multiple sources. These resources and their development are described below. 
 
Connections to External Recommendations 
As the College develops its own campus initiatives and addresses campus-
specific issues, the College looks to best practices established by professional 
computer organizations and organizations of higher education. One such resource 
is “Computer and Network Security in Higher Education” (Jossey-Bass, 2003), 
written by the EDUCAUSE/Internet2 Computer and Network Security Task 
Force. EDUCAUSE is a nonprofit association whose mission is to advance higher 
education by promoting the intelligent use of information technology 
http://www.educause.edu/). 
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Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology 
The nucleus of technology resources at Kapi‘olani Community College is the 
Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology (known as  
CELTT––see also Standard III.A.5.a). 
 
The Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology works to 
ensure that technology services, professional support, facilities, hardware, and 
software are designed to enhance the operation and effectiveness of the College. 
This goal is achieved in a variety of ways, which are best understood in the con-
text of the working groups within the Center: 1) Administrative Support Staff; 2) 
Audio-visual/Repair and Maintenance Unit; 3) Information Technology Unit; 4) 
Instructional Multimedia and Distance Learning Unit; and 5) Professional Devel-
opment Leaders (Reference 3C:03). 
 
Among the services that the Center provides are the following: 
 

• Decentralized Technology Resource Management; 
• Technology Support for Instruction and Distance Learning; 
• Distance Learning Support for Students; and 
• Technology Services for Academic and Student Support Units. 

 
Decentralized Technology Resource Management. Procurement and manage-
ment of technology resources occur in both a decentralized and centralized fash-
ion at Kapi‘olani CC. The bulk of resources are managed by the Center for 
Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology, but resources are also pur-
chased by academic programs, departments, Administrative and Educational 
Support Units, and administrative offices. Procurement decisions that occur in a 
decentralized manner are often made in collaboration with Center staff. The 
Center also provides follow-up support and maintenance. 
 
Technology Support for Instruction and Distance Learning. The Center’s In-
structional Multimedia and Distance Learning Unit is a team of specialists with 
expertise in video production, instructional design, educational technology, and 
information technology. This unit trains and mentors faculty in the use of tech-
nology tools to produce and enhance learning in traditional and distance-learning 
environments. 
 
The campus Coordinator of Distance Learning is in this unit and works with a 
team to promote distance-learning technologies across campus. These technolo-
gies include Hawai‘i Interactive TV courses, cable TV courses, traditional class-
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room courses enhanced with websites, and courses taught completely online. 
Faculty members who use those technologies receive support from the Instruc-
tional Multimedia and Distance Learning staff. This support is described more 
fully in section 3.2 of the “CELTT Transition Report” (Reference 3C:04). 
 
Distance-Learning Support for Students. The UH Community Colleges share 
resources and expertise in this area. An e-Learning website 
(http://www.hawaii.edu/uhcc.e-learn/) is maintained with resources and support 
material for students engaged in any type of distance learning. Available at this 
website is a self-assessment that examines a student’s readiness for distance 
learning. Also available is information such as tips for student success and typical 
registration information. 
 
In February 2006, the Center submitted a Fiscal Biennium budget request to the 
Acting Chancellor for 2007-2009. The request was for additional positions and 
equipment that would enable the campus to offer more distance learning courses 
and provide faculty with more distance-learning support from media specialists. 
 
The equipment requested will enable the campus to deliver cable television 
courses with closed captioning, a feature not yet available at any community 
college in the UHCC System. This feature will enable the University to meet 
federal mandates to provide instruction for deaf and hard-of-hearing students. 
 
Technology Services for Academic and Student Support Units. While employ-
ees of the Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology’s In-
structional Multimedia and Distance Learning Unit focus on the application of 
technology to enhance instructional effectiveness, the Center’s Information Tech-
nology Unit focuses on the use of technology to enhance operational effective-
ness. The Information Technology Unit consists of five Information Technology 
Specialists who provide support services to instructional faculty as well as stu-
dents and support units. 
 
The specialists who staff the Center’s Help Desk provide the following support: 
1) handling trouble calls and facilitating access to the campus wireless network; 
2) managing computer labs, campus servers and voice/data networks; and 3) 
creating software applications that enable these units to improve their provision 
of services. Manual or paper-based operations to track the work are being re-
placed by customized software developed by programmers in the Information 
Technology Unit. 
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Another unit, the Audio-Visual/Repair and Maintenance Unit, provides support 
specifically for equipment and hardware. Two full-time employees maintain 
computer and audio-visual equipment on campus, including a pool of equipment 
that College personnel can borrow, and audio-visual equipment in campus class-
rooms. One of the full-time audio-visual technicians also maintains the campus 
telephone system and provides technical support for the campus computer net-
works. 
 
Library and Learning Resources Unit 
The Library and Learning Resources Unit maintains and develops computer 
infrastructure to promote improved student access to computers, including dis-
ability access to information and technology. The Library provides wireless 
connectivity to the internet and a laptop lending service available to students for 
use in the Library. To further keep computers at peak performance, a software 
program (Clean Slate) is used daily to clean hard drives. 
 
The Library Information Technology Support Group meets every other week with 
staff from the Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology to 
review technology that best meets the needs of clients of the Library and Learn-
ing Resources Unit and to coordinate efforts to use technology resources to meet 
the needs of clients. These meetings also ensure that technical support needed for 
Library and Learning Resources projects is available. 
 
The Library services are linked to the campus goals that support the College 
mission. The Library reviews the strategic plan annually and has a replacement 
cycle for technology in place. The Library provides services that are proactive to 
the needs of the students and staff, and works collaboratively with other depart-
ments to stay abreast of advances in technology. The Library will continue to 
support disability access to information and technology, and will design online 
tutorial services for students in conjunction with the needs of the Holomua (De-
velopmental) Department (Reference 3C:05). 
 
The Library uses an annual Library Student Survey and Library Faculty Survey to 
solicit suggestions to continually update the tactical plan. The Library also uses 
questions raised at the Info Desk, suggestions, complaints, and unsolicited com-
ments and suggestions from students and faculty to plan, implement, evaluate, 
and improve services. 
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Computer Equipped Rooms 
The College will continue to develop learning and teaching resources and meth-
odologies that are student-centered, ensure superior academic achievement and 
career training, and anticipate and address changing economic and social condi-
tions. 
 
The Information Technology staff of the Center for Excellence in Learning, 
Teaching, and Technology facilitates purchase of new computers, performs in-
stallation of hardware and software, and performs backups of data. At the start of 
each semester the staff re-images lab computers and trouble-shoots when neces-
sary. They work with the Center’s network specialists to ensure internet connec-
tivity for all lab computers and coordinate with electronic technicians at the 
Center when equipment requires repair (Reference 3C:04). 
 
Table 6 on the following page shows computer classroom labs supported by the 
Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology. Students in par-
ticular programs use these labs as classrooms or locations for study. 
 
The following two labs are open computer labs supported by the Center and 
available to students for independent use: 
 

• Cybernesia: In 2001, the Library and Learning Resources unit assumed re-
sponsibility for most of the first floor of ‘Iliahi. The 3,094 square feet in 
‘Iliahi 125 & 126 contains seating at 70 and 90 computers, respectively, of 
which 32 are wireless laptops and one Americans with Disabilities Act-
compliant computer station. 

• Lama 101: This lab has seating for 27 with 18 computer stations. The Li-
brary and Learning Resources unit employs its own educational specialists, 
who serve as primary technical support for Lama 101 and the computer-
equipped rooms in Cybernesia. The Center staff support the Library staff. 

 
The following are Specialized Learning Labs, also supported by the Center: 
 

• Holomua Center: The Holomua Center has a computer lab in ‘Iliahi 231 
with 40 PCs and 20 Macintosh computers for students in Holomua courses. 

• Koki‘o Health and Natural Science Learning Assistance Center: The Health 
and Natural Sciences Learning Assistance Center in Koki‘o 202 provides 
instructional materials and activities, required and supplemental, for natural  
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Table 6. 
Classroom Labs Supported by 
The Center for Excellence in 

Learning, Teaching, and Technology 
Location Number of Computers 

‘Iliahi 107 20 PCs 
‘Iliahi 129 20 PCs 
Kalia 109 24 Macs 
Kalia 110 24 Macs 
Koa 102 17 PCs 
Koa 103 9 PCs / 9 Macs 
Kopiko 102 31 PCs 
Kopiko 103 31 PCs 
Kopiko 104 21 PCs 
Kopiko 202 17 PCs / 17 Macs 
Mamane 101 17 PCs 
‘Ohelo 111 4 PCs 
‘Ohelo 124 8 PCs 
‘Ohelo 113 25 PCs 
‘Olapa 113 23 PCs 
‘Olapa 115 29 PCs 

 
 

science courses and the health programs. Some tutorial assistance is avail-
able. The lab’s 24 computer systems, with software covering topics in 
anatomy, biology, and chemistry, also support instruction outside the class-
room. 

• Kopiko Learning Center: The Center, located in Kopiko 101, has a com-
puter lab with 16 PCs that gives students access to the hardware and soft-
ware they need to complete assignments, especially for Accounting, 
Business, Information and Computer Science, Legal Education, and Nurs-
ing. The Center also houses supplementary instruction and provides space 
for independent study. 

• Koki‘o Ecology and Environmental Science Lab: The current plan is to 
renovate Koki‘o 209 over the fall 2006 to create the Ecology and Environ-
mental Science Laboratory. The lab will provide support services and 
equipment for students enrolled in Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Math courses. A physics lab will be equipped with new Vernier sensors to 
enable computerized measurements; this specialized equipment will also be 
available to the anatomy and physiology departments. In addition, 20 Tab-
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let PCs for student checkout will be purchased in summer 2006, with 20 
more to follow. The lab will be wireless. Peer mentoring and tutoring from 
four student mentors will be available. Faculty offices will be rearranged to 
support greater informal faculty-student interactions. The Koki‘o lab will 
be monitored by computerized check-in and check-out procedures. Center 
staff is involved in the planning. 

 
E-Sources 
The category “e-sources” includes resources delivered electronically that support 
student learning programs and services and that improve institutional effective-
ness. Some examples of e-sources are WebCT, the e-portfolio initiative, and other 
types of course-management software. Other examples of e-sources include 
communication media, such as the College website, the campus bulletin, and 
Quill (an internal information source discussed in more detail below). Quill con-
tains documents pertinent to the effective management of the College.  
 
E-portfolio 
In addition to communication media, e-sources also include document-processing 
portals such as the Financial Management Information System and the Human 
Resources forms. However, the distinction between e-sources that support student 
learning and those that enhance the effectiveness of the institution is not always 
clear. The e-portfolio project, for example, includes efforts to document student 
learning outcomes and accomplishments of faculty for the purposes of contract 
renewal, tenure, and promotion. The e-portfolio project is still in its nascent 
phases (http://eportfolio.kcc.hawaii.edu/portal). 
 
Ultimately, the e-portfolio project will meet the needs of students by providing 
them digital space to document and archive their original work and reflect on 
student learning outcomes. The e-portfolio project also meets students’ needs by 
affording them digital space after graduation––a space that may be shared with 
prospective employers. 
 
WebCT Learning Management System 
The University has a system-wide commitment to WebCT––an online Learning 
Management System designed to facilitate online, face-to-face, and hybrid classes 
at the College. WebCT is compliant with the University of Hawai‘i Web Acces-
sibility Guidelines (http://www.hawaii.edu/access/webaccess.html). The MyUH 
Portal (http://myuhportal.hawaii.edu) is an e-source connecting WebCT, commu-
nications, registration, and other student administrative functions 
(http://webct.hawaii.edu/webct/public/home.pl). 
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Also connected is a small-scale learner management interface consisting of a 
message board, integrated email, an online calendar, chat, news, photos, links, 
and file sharing specific to an individual course. Other related projects of the 
Learning Management System at the College include teacher training modules 
using open source software such as Moodle 
(http://makahiki.kcc.hawaii.edu/moodle/login/index.php). 
 
Quill 
The Quill website states that “Quill is an internal information system intended 
primarily for Kapi‘olani faculty and staff. It is very much a work in progress, 
with new sections and information scheduled for publication in the future” 
(http://quill.kcc.hawaii.edu/page/home). Although still new as an e-source, Quill 
greatly enhances college-wide communications and management effectiveness by 
systematically linking relevant administrative documents (including this Self 
Study) for use by and for the College faculty and staff. 
 
The Bulletin 
The College Campus Bulletin continues to evolve as it serves a campus-wide 
audience. In the true spirit of e-sources technology, the Bulletin allows news and 
information to be shared openly on the internet. In January 2006, the plan was to 
include RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds, and the online Bulletin and 
calendaring system used for scheduling was to be upgraded. Since then the calen-
daring and scheduling components were upgraded http://news.kcc.hawaii.edu/). 
 
Financial Management Information System 
The Financial Management Information System (FMIS) is a system-wide e-
source that is designed to improve the effectiveness of operational systems (Ref-
erence 3C:04). Currently, each department designates a responsible purchaser 
who works closely with the budget. The Financial Management Information 
System website allows faculty purchasers and administrators to manage greater 
fiscal responsibility and institute timelier workflow. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the standard through multiple avenues of technology support 
and services. Technology supports internal communication through an electronic 
bulletin. Internal processes are enhanced through documents available online at 
Quill. Student learning is enhanced through on-campus access to technology and 
through distributed learning modalities. 
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Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.C.1.b. The institution provides quality training to students and personnel in 
the effective application of its information technology. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology 
A major venue and vehicle for technology training for staff and faculty is the 
Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching and Technology. As a Learning 
College, Kapi‘olani CC is committed to extending learning environments beyond 
the traditional boundaries of place and time. The College envisions learning 
environments not as discrete classrooms with teachers and students, but as a 
dynamic set of resources, communication tools, and strategies for content presen-
tation, learning, teaching, and assessment. 
 
Technology is just one of many elements in these environments. Technology is 
applied to education in a thoughtful and deliberate manner. Specialists and faculty 
in the Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology hold gradu-
ate degrees in Educational Technology and are qualified to promote effective 
integration of technology into teaching and learning. They work directly with 
faculty to design materials in multiple media and devise strategies to support 
learning. 
 
The Center’s Professional Development Leaders are also involved in technology 
training. This unit is responsible for most of the professional development work-
shops, programs, initiatives, and institutes on the College campus (Reference 
3C:03). 
  
Technology Training. The Center provides myriad diverse opportunities for 
personnel to receive training. Listed below are some examples of opportunities 
presented in the use of technology as course management tools and productivity 
tools. A full list of sessions held in fall 2005 is also available (References 3C:07, 
3C:08, and 3C:09). 
 
Demonstrations of the following New Hardware and Software: 

• Tablet PC 
• Course Presentation System and Learning Tree 
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• Portfolio Pedagogy 
• WebCT Course Management Tool 
• MyCourses (UH Portal) Course Management Tool 

 
Hands-on Workshops: 

• WebCT and MyCourses Course Management Tools 
• Camtasia Studio Screen Recording Software (Windows) 
• Microsoft Office 

o Word: Desktop publishing, tables, columns, formatting with tabs and 
styles, shortcuts 

o PowerPoint: AutoContent Wizard, animations, transitions, shortcuts 
o Excel: Intro to Excel, formatting, making bar, line and pie charts 
o Templates for Word, Excel and PowerPoint 
o Power User’s Certificate: Advanced features of Word, Excel and 

PowerPoint 
• Impatica for PowerPoint (Mac and Windows) 
• Inspiration (Mac and Windows) 
• Flash (Mac and Windows) 
• Photoshop Elements (Mac and Windows) 
• WebStractor (Mac) 
• Protect Your Computer from viruses, adware, etc. 

 
Workshops and demonstrations are often delivered by a pair of facilitators: one 
Center staffer and one instructional faculty member who has applied the technol-
ogy tool in the classroom. This collaboration ensures adequate coverage of both 
technical aspects and curricular applications of those tools. Center workshops 
include hands-on activities, and student workers or interns are often present to 
support participants during the workshops. (This approach to training was de-
scribed in a presentation made to the Center’s Advisory Committee––Reference 
3C:10.) 
 
Decisions About Topics for Technology Training. Decisions about training 
needs are made based on regular faculty and staff surveys. For example, after a 
Technology Show and Tell presentation, attendees completed a survey indicating 
their needs for technology training (Reference 3C:11). Decisions are also based 
on analyses of the Center’s Help Desk trouble calls and results of research and 
knowledge of trends in technology across the country. 
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Members of the faculty of Kapi‘olani CC regularly attend conferences such as 
Conference on Information Technology and Innovations sponsored by the League 
for Innovation in the Community College. These annual conferences are well-
attended by personnel of the College. Post-conference meetings or presentations 
are held so participants can disseminate information garnered at these events. 
 
Direct Student Support. The Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching and 
Technology provides two main types of training to students in the use of informa-
tion technology. First, students are welcomed at the Center where they can re-
ceive expert help in configuring their own computer to access the campus 
wireless network (Reference 3C:04). 
 
A second way in which all students are supported is through hands-on coopera-
tive learning experiences at the Center. The Center has hosted students enrolled in 
Kapi‘olani CC’s information technology program, Hawai‘i Pacific University’s 
master’s degree in information systems, and the University of Hawai‘i at 
Mānoa’s master’s degree in educational technology. 
 
Center personnel have also mentored volunteer students, and students working 
through independent studies and internship courses. Students gain valuable work-
force skills in the areas of Help Desk functions, voice and data network, training, 
institutional technology planning, and video production. Kapi‘olani CC also 
trains students by offering one-credit courses on applications such as Microsoft’s 
Internet Explorer, Word, Excel, and PowerPoint through the Business Education 
Department (Reference 3C:12). 
 
Other Resources. In addition to opportunities generated by the College, technol-
ogy resources exist in UH System websites. The Wo Learning Champions web-
site lists at least four speakers who cover technology topics such as WebCT and 
Community Building Online (http://www.wlc.hawaii.edu). The campus devotes 
one day each spring to professional development activities, including technology 
workshops (Reference 3C:13, http://wlc.kcc.hawaii.edu/). 
 
Through surveys, faculty suggest topics for the workshops. For instance, the 
College current Wo Learning Champion surveyed people who attended the first 
General Faculty/Staff Meeting in August 2005, and used those results to plan 
workshops in the Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology 
and for the Wo Innovations in Learning Day program in spring 2006 (Reference 
3C:14, Wo Learning Champions Home Page). 
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The College also maintains membership in organizations and subscribes to publi-
cations, focused on effective use of technology in education. Examples are the 
Western Cooperative for Educational Telecommunications 
(http://www.wcet.info/), and Technological Horizons in Education, Edutopia, and 
EducationWeek (http://www.edweek.org/ew/ Reference 3C:15). 
 
Computer Equipped Classrooms 
The Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology has provided 
mentoring services to 18 faculty members and training in delivery of cable televi-
sion courses to 7 faculty members. Staff of the Instructional Development, Mul-
timedia, and Distance Learning group in the Center work with faculty to review, 
modify, and develop course content; create a website for each course; and deliver 
the course by cable programming. The Center has also mentored 11 other faculty 
members in preparation for hybrid or wholly online courses (Reference 3C:04). 
 
The Center also supports learning communities by designating one staffer as the 
technology resource person for learning community institutes. This is a critical 
activity since institutes represent the initial planning phase of new learning com-
munities. 
 
As courses are delivered, the Center trains student mentors, gives supplemental 
instruction in the use of technology resources by Learning Community students 
and faculty, and recommends software and hardware appropriate for desired 
student learning outcomes (Reference 3C:04). 
 
E-Sources 
The College provides and has access to rich and diverse resources for staff, stu-
dents, and faculty through non-print media. Certain tutorials are online so that 
training can occur anytime, anywhere. Lessons for MyCourses, the course man-
agement tool that is embedded into the College web portal can be found on the 
Kapi‘olani Intranet site at http://myuhinfo.hawaii.edu/page/facultyfeatures.html.  
 
Lessons for WebCT exist at the UH System Technology site, 
http://www.hawaii.edu/talent/. Lessons for technology training delivered by the 
Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology are posted at 
http://www.hawaii.edu/kccceltt. Access to information is further enabled through 
a campus network that covers the campus with many wired or wireless com-
puters. 
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Laboratory Technology Resources 
Training for the use of, and teaching with, technology is paramount to keeping 
the student’s laboratory experience current and effective. All fields supported by 
academic laboratories have rapidly evolving technology, both for online and in-
lab learning. Instructional methodology also incorporates progressively more 
technology. Faculty members who operate all the different labs face a constant 
challenge to maintain their expertise with the most recent technology. 
 
The College supports a half-time instructor in the science department to maintain 
and advance the learning technology of the Health and Natural Science Learning 
Assistance Center and to help other instructors with development of online and 
other learning tech materials. 
 
Reassigned time is provided occasionally for development of online courses. The 
reassigned time must be used for training others in the associated technology as 
well as developing the class materials. All faculty seem to be amenable to helping 
others to learn use of the technology with which they are familiar. This is one 
mode of obtaining training, when it can be scheduled between the other demands 
of the scholastic profession. 
 
Library 
The Library provides training for students through the series of workshops called 
SOS (Secrets of Success). These workshops are designed to provide hands-on 
computer skill development such as using MS Word, and practical learning skills 
such as time management and learning to write a research paper 
(http://library.kcc.hawaii.edu/SOS/schedule.html). In addition to these work-
shops, students are provided one-on-one training sessions through the Library’s 
Info Desk. Here students learn about the Library services and receive assistance 
on a variety of topics including how to research materials online and how to 
access external online databases. 
 
Members of the Library staff receive training in providing support services based 
on the needs of the campus. Members of the staff then apply to their jobs the 
skills learned in the training sessions. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College partially meets this Standard in that individual programs and units 
integrate technology planning in their tactical plans. However, that integration 
and assessment has not been implemented at the institutional level. Adequate 
technological training is provided through the efforts of the professionals in the 
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Center for Learning, Teaching and Technology and through the assistance of the 
“early adopters” among the faculty.  
 
Student needs are met through structured workshops and one-on-one assistance. 
However, further planning is underway to continue work on collaboration, as-
sessment, and developing student competencies in technology. 
 
Planning Agenda 

The Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology will expand 
the work on interdisciplinary collaborations and the development of assessment 
processes in writing, thinking and reasoning, Service-Learning, quantitative 
reasoning, information technology, Holomua, educational assisting and teacher 
preparation (Reference 3C:06, http://quill.kcc.hawaii.edu/page/strategic.html). 
 
The Library and Learning Resources Unit will establish basic computer and 
information literacy competencies for the College. These competencies are to be 
incorporated into the curriculum (Reference 3C:05). 
 
 
III.C.1.c. The institution systematically plans, acquires, maintains, and up-
grades or replaces technology infrastructure and equipment to meet institu-
tional needs. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

Kapi‘olani CC’s technology infrastructure and equipment are maintained primar-
ily by the Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching and Technology. Planning 
for the acquisition and upgrading of technology is not handled in such a central-
ized fashion, although it is facilitated and coordinated by staff from the Center. 
 
Upgrading, Maintaining, and Acquiring Technology Resources 
The Center plans for systematic upgrading, maintenance, and acquisition of 
resources to support and expand the campus technology infrastructure. The dy-
namic state of the technology industry is such that planning beyond two or three 
years is considered long-range. As funds become available, upgrades to be made 
within that fiscal year are planned and executed. 
 
Long-range planning occurs for major expansions and upgrades to infrastructure 
components that require a significant investment of money and staff time. Pro-
jects that deal with major items like backup computers for the campus network, 
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improving security of the campus network, expanding the campus facilities for 
video production, and adoption of a student registration system are examples of 
projects that require long-range planning. These projects are planned by teams of 
appropriate faculty and staff and may include personnel from the UH System and 
external consultants. 
 
Computer-Equipped Classrooms 
For departments without their own lab managers, the Center provides technical 
support for computer-equipped classrooms,. Larger units such as Library and 
Learning Resources employ their own educational specialists, who serve as pri-
mary technical support for computer-equipped classrooms and labs. In those 
cases, specialists from the Center act as secondary support staff. 
 
Upgrades of classroom equipment are made as funds become available in the 
departments that house and use the classrooms. For example, the Business Educa-
tion department has several classrooms that are under the responsibility of their 
lab manager. As the department acquires special funds for technology, faculty in 
that department decide about upgrades and acquisitions based on curricular needs. 
Incorporating new equipment into the campus network is coordinated by the 
department’s lab manager and staff of the Center. 
 
E-Sources 
College specialists in Information Technology research product reviews of hard-
ware and software, test products, and assist faculty and staff in decision-making. 
The specialists also assist with the procurement process on an ad hoc basis and 
train staff in the use of on-line purchasing systems and tools. 
 
The College benefits by a cohesively engineered system. The University of Ha-
wai‘i at Mānoa, as well as all of the sister community colleges, share commit-
ments and rights to a number of software licensing contracts. The University also 
provides faculty, staff, and students of Kapi‘olani CC with access to a range of 
software applications at the Office of Information Technology Home Page 
(http://www.hawaii.edu/infotech/getsoftware.html). 
 
Laboratory Technology Resources 
The College systematically plans, acquires, maintains, and upgrades or replaces 
technology infrastructure and equipment to meet institutional needs. The Lab 
Coordinators are quite consistent about accounting for the status and future needs 
for instruments and submit requests accordingly. Allocation of funding for the 
requests is determined at the department chair and administration level. Sustain-
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ing the present mode of planning for the technological infrastructure should 
support the reasonably high quality of facilities and equipment. 
 
Library 
The Library instituted a replacement cycle in 2004 to provide a systematic means 
to upgrade and replace the technology infrastructure to meet the needs of the 
students and campus (Reference 3C:05). The cycle is determined by the results of 
the annual survey, student feedback, staff and faculty suggestions, questions 
received by the Info Desk, and unsolicited suggestions. Ongoing collection of 
data informs the plan for replacing and upgrading technology. 
 
Self Evaluation 

Individual departments and units meet this Standard. However, the College as a 
whole has not implemented a campus-wide systematic cycle for technology 
planning. 
 
The programs, emphases, departments, offices and units of the College are on a 
regular schedule of tactical planning. Many of those plans include technology 
resources and satisfactorily meet the needs of those entities. 
 
However, planning is not done for the campus as a whole, and planning for up-
grading equipment or acquisition of new equipment is often not done from a 
wider point of view. Lack of a College-wide plan results in ad hoc decisions that 
meet the individual needs of departments and programs rather than the entire 
College. 
 
A technology plan for the College should be developed so that short-range and 
long-range plans complement each other, and upgrades to existing resources and 
the acquisition of new technologies can occur systematically. General and special 
funds are never static, and the College must take this into account when planning 
for upgrades and the expansion of technology. 
 
Planning Agenda 

The College is developing a technology plan so that short-range and long-range 
plans for upgrades to existing resources and acquisition of new technologies can 
occur systematically. Discussion about this plan commenced in April 2006 in the 
Deans’ Advisory Council. One option would be to have the Center for Excellence 
in Learning, Teaching, and Technology take the lead in convening a committee to 
develop a campus technology plan (Reference 3C:16). 
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III.C.1.d. The distribution and utilization of technology resources support the 
development, maintenance, and enhancement of the institution’s programs and 
services. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

Distribution and utilization of technology resources at Kapi‘olani Community 
College is centered primarily in its Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, 
and Technology, Laboratory Technology Resources, and the Library. 
 
Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology  
The presence of this Center is evidence of Kapi‘olani CC’s commitment to prin-
ciples of a learning college and represents an intentional application of technol-
ogy to advance those principles. Services and programs provided to staff, faculty, 
and students are enhanced and extended through the systematic and deliberate use 
of technology. 
 
With regards to distribution and utilization of resources to support programs and 
services to students, the Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Tech-
nology has generated the Kapi‘olani CC Technology Profile listed on the follow-
ing page (Reference 3C:17). A rich set of learning resources is also provided and 
managed by the College Library and is discussed in Standard II of this Self Study. 
 
Aside from enhancing instruction through the use of technology, the College is 
working to similarly enhance support services to students, faculty, and staff. In 
this arena, specialists in Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Tech-
nology provide a variety of services, which are detailed in the Center’s transition 
report (Reference 3C:04) and discussed below: 
 
Applications Support. Two Information Technology specialists provide services 
to campus support units that distribute resources to students, faculty, and staff. 
The specialists have created customized database applications to assist units in 
managing information and to move those units away from paper-based, manual 
information management. 
 
The specialists are collaborating with other campus offices to improve institu-
tional reporting and increase access to technology for students with disabilities. 
The specialists also provide technical support for off-the-shelf applications to 
over a dozen units. This support consists of installation of software, upgrades, 
trouble-shooting, and back-ups. Applications may reside on stand-alone com-
puters, networked computers, or computer servers. 
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Server Support. The Center houses and maintains a number of servers for a wide 
audience, enabling information sharing and instructional support. Server-based 
applications, such as the campus intranet website (Quill), the academic transcript, 
and academic course systems, are supported for the campus as a whole. Table 7 
on the following page shows the technology profile of the College. 
 
Library 
Operating with current technology has allowed the students and campus to access 
the services of the Library electronically for many services (e.g., renew book 
loan, search of the library catalog, and access to electronic journals). A user-
friendly website supports the access and services 
(http://library.kcc.hawaii.edu/main). The system of surveys, collaboration with 
departments, consideration of feedback, suggestions, questions, and complaints 
supports the Library’s efforts to provide services that meet the needs of the stu-
dents and campus. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. The presence of the new Center for Excellence 
in Learning, Teaching, and Technology is evidence of Kapi‘olani CC’s ongoing 
commitment to principles of a learning college and an intentional application of 
technology to advance those principles. Services and programs provided to staff, 
faculty and students are enhanced and extended through the systematic and delib-
erate use of technology. Distribution and utilization of resources adequately 
support programs and services. 
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Table 7. 
Technology Profile 

Kapi‘olani Community College 
Kapi‘olani Community College is a ‘wired’ or ‘connected’ campus with 
the following characteristics: 
 
• A computer-to-student ratio of 0.058 (426 computers divided by fall 

2005 enrollment of 7,289). This ratio will improve after the purchase of 
new computers for the Koki‘o Science labs and does not include 
equipment purchased after October 2005. 

• A wireless network across 70% of the campus, with plans to cover 
100% of the campus now being implemented (Reference 3C:18). 

• Connection to UH System IT resources that allows students access to 
the latest information, software downloads, and various technology 
tools (http://www.hawaii.edu/infotech/). 

• Remote access to computing resources such as email and Library ser-
vices. 

• Coursework available online for distance-learning courses as well as for 
hybrid courses for 103 courses from 23 programs for fall 2005. 

• Online registration, online changes of registration, and online registra-
tion payments for credit courses. 

• Access to templates and space for personal webpages. 
• Online advising resources. 
• Computer labs present in numerous locations across campus. 
• Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology special-

ists provide primary support for 16 computer labs and secondary sup-
port to 15 more labs, working with departmental computer-support 
personnel (Reference 3C:19). 

 
 
Planning Agenda 

The Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology, in with Aca-
demic Programs, will provide training on the applications of technology in Hospi-
tality, eBusiness, Health Sciences, New Media Arts, Biotechnology, Exercise and 
Sport Science, Teacher Education, Journalism, Communications, and Film ca-
reers (Reference 3C:06). 
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III.C.2. Technology planning is integrated with institutional planning. The 
institution systematically assesses the effective use of technology resources and 
uses the results of evaluation as the basis for improvement. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

As discussed in Standard II.C.1.c, the College does not have a campus-wide 
technology plan. Planning is done within Academic Programs, and Administra-
tive and Educational Support Units. The Center for Excellence in Learning, 
Teaching, and Technology will begin the process of convening a committee to 
develop a campus-wide plan. Currently Academic Programs and Administrative 
and Educational Support Units do assess and plan for technology as evident in 
their defined tactical plans (http://quill.kcc.hawaii.edu/page/tactical.html). Some 
departments, Academic Programs, and Administrative and Educational Support 
Units do consult with the Center in their planning process. 
 
Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology 
The Center, which began operations in August 2005, has a program of systematic 
assessment, which started in August 2005 and was expanded in March 2006 (as 
previously discussed in this Standard). 
 
Assessment is viewed as fundamental to all Center endeavors. Formal assessment 
instruments exist for the Help Desk and Customer Care Center, support services 
for instructional design and media, demos of new technology products, work-
shops in technology training, and professional development activities for faculty. 
Assessment results are shared and used to improve and expand services, deter-
mine training needs, and improve delivery of workshops and professional devel-
opment activities. 
 
Laboratory Technology Resources 
The College Mission, strategic plan s, and departmental tactical plans are inte-
grated with evaluation feedback from industry and students by lab coordinators. 
This information is used in developing plans for more effective improvement in 
laboratory facilities and technology. 
 
Library 
The Library coordinates its work and services with other departments on the 
campus to meet the goals of the campus and support the College mission. Rec-
ommendations provided in their annual survey are ranked with a “low,” “me-
dium,” or “high” priority level. Regular reviews of needs in collaboration with 
the Center for Excellence for Learning, Teaching and Technology and other 
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departments have provided the Library a means to be proactive in providing the 
support services essential to the students and campus. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College partially meets the Standard in that individual programs and units 
integrate technology planning in their tactical plans. However, that integration 
and assessment has not been implemented at the institutional level. A Campus 
plan should take into account the individual tactical plans of Academic Programs 
and Administrative and Educational Support Units. A systematic evaluation 
process needs to be established that can lead to an overall assessment of applied 
technology for the College. The development of a plan and the planning process 
must follow a prescribed timeframe. 
 
Planning Agenda 

The Center for Excellence for Learning, Teaching and Technology will take the 
lead in convening a committee to begin the discussion of establishing a campus-
wide plan. 
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III.D. Financial Resources 
 
Financial resources are sufficient to support student learning programs and 
services and to improve institutional effectiveness. The distribution of resources 
supports the development, maintenance, and enhancement of programs and 
services. The institution plans and manages its financial affairs with integrity 
and in a manner that ensures financial stability. The level of financial re-
sources provides a reasonable expectation of both short-term and long-term 
financial solvency. Planning for financial resources is integrated with institu-
tional planning. 
 
III.D.1. The institution relies upon its mission and goals as the foundation for 
financial planning. 
 
III.D.1.a. Financial planning is integrated with and supports all institutional 
planning. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

College planning is bound within a set of guidelines established by the University 
of Hawai‘i System. All campus planning relates to a UH System Strategic Plan. 
There is a core set of system and campus documents that guide and tie institu-
tional planning with financial planning. 
 
Major documents include the UH System Strategic Plan (Reference 3D:01); the 
Kapi‘olani Community College Strategic Plan 2003-2010 (Reference 3D:02); and 
the Biennium Requests, 2007-2009 (Reference 3D:03). These documents together 
provide a foundation for institutional planning and, along with other documents, 
act as a framework for all financial planning. 
 
In January 2006 the College finalized a Timeline for Ongoing Improvement: 
Planning, Assessing, and Budgeting; the document outlines major campus plan-
ning cycles and ties budget planning to each cycle (Reference 3D:04). This docu-
ment is used in institutional planning and determines a fiscal timeframe for all 
constituencies. 
 
In 2004-2005, all programs and units were developing their own tactical plans. 
These plans are expected to be in alignment with the Campus strategic plan. 
Department and unit heads, along with their respective deans, are responsible for 
ensuring that each planned activity responds to the campus strategic plan while 
meeting unique missions of the respective programs. Tactical plans are based 
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upon a three-year cycle with the expectation that a review and update be con-
ducted at least yearly. 
 
In September 2005, the Acting Chancellor requested a meeting with all four 
deans and their department and unit heads and asked them to provide an update 
on their tactical plans. The updates, along with identified campus budget priori-
ties, were used as a basis for preliminary discussion in the development of the 
Fiscal Biennium 2007-2009 Budget request (Reference 3D:05 
http://quill.kcc.hawaii.edu/object/io_1128463770936.html). 
 
Department and unit tactical plans are tied to the College strategic plan. The 
tactical plans serve as the basis for budget requested. Therefore, the planning for 
financial allocations is directly integrated with and supportive of the overall 
institutional plans. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. Department and unit tactical plans are tied to the 
strategic plan of the College. The tactical plans serve as the basis for budget 
requests. Therefore, the planning for financial allocations is directly integrated 
with and supportive of the overall plans of the College. 
 
Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.D.1.b. Institutional planning reflects realistic assessment of financial re-
source availability, development of financial resources, partnerships, and ex-
penditure requirements. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

The College has two primary funding sources: state General Funds, and tuition 
and fees (Reference 3D:06). General Funds are appropriated by the State Legisla-
ture and passed down to the College through an allotment from the Department of 
Budget and Finance and the UH System. When planning a new academic year, 
the College projects an approximate state revenue amount based upon the amount 
in the previous year and legislative commitments. Revenue from tuition and fees 
is also estimated based upon the previous year. Combined, these two primary 
sources of funding provide a financial base from which the College can plan. 
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According to the Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services, institutional plan-
ning is performed by the campus Policy, Planning, and Assessment Council. This 
Council is made up of all department chairs, the managers of the support units, 
the deans, vice chancellors, the Chancellor, and representatives from the Student 
Congress, the Faculty Senate, the Staff Council, and the Native Hawaiian Coun-
cil. 
 
The Policy, Planning, and Assessment Council is the governing body for the 
campus in planning and allocating financial resources. Each year, a budget for 
Academic Programs and Administrative and Educational Support Units based 
upon their tactical plan is presented to the Council 
(http://quill.kcc.hawaii.edu/page/tactical.html). The combined cost for all the 
tactical plans must fit within the projected financial base of the College. The 
following sections discuss revenue generation and expenditures for the College. 
 
Academic Programs and Administrative and Educational Support Units 
Each Academic Program and Support Unit develops a tactical plan that is re-
viewed by the Policy, Planning, and Assessment Council. Each tactical plan 
identifies objectives that an Academic Program or Support Unit plans to accom-
plish. These objectives are tied to the Campus strategic plan. Every year, the 
Units must update their plans and provide a progress report to the Council. 
 
Funding allocations for each program and unit are based upon the previous year’s 
funding and a review of the current year’s tactical plan. Should circumstances 
change, plans may require additional funding or changes to the original objec-
tives. These changes are evaluated by the Council and are approved or denied. 
Once the Council approves the tactical plans and funding availability is deter-
mined, each program and unit carries out its expenditure plan for the year. Any 
major change to a plan mid-year requires approval by the Council. 
 
If sufficient funds are not currently available, a program or unit may request 
additional funding either through the State biennium budget process or through 
reallocation of existing funds. The biennium budget process allows each campus 
in the UHCC System to submit individual proposals. All the proposals are then 
consolidated into one request and submitted to the State Legislature through the 
Board of Regents. If the Legislature does not approve the funds requested, the 
Policy, Planning, and Assessment Council advises the Chancellor about whether 
to reallocate existing funds to support specific requests. 
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Continuing Education Programs 
Academic programs also engage in continuing education activities to address the 
needs of the community. These activities are evaluated by each academic pro-
gram and must be self-supporting. In some cases, these activities provide suffi-
cient funds to augment the budgets allocated to the credit programs. Continuing 
education activities are mentioned as a part of each program’s tactical plan. No 
further approval is required from the Policy, Planning, and Assessment Council 
as long as a program stays within the objectives of its tactical plan. 
 
In October 2005, the College invited a consultant with the Learning Resources 
Network (LERN) to visit the Campus and provide recommendations on how to 
improve the College Continuing Education and Training program. Currently 
Continuing Education and Training is decentralized and managed at the depart-
ment level. One of the recommendations in the LERN report is that Continuing 
Education and Training be centralized administratively into one unit (Reference 
3D:07). This unit would be responsible for managing finances, registration, mar-
keting, sales and contracts, and program development for continuing education. 
 
The LERN report determined that the current decentralized approach does not 
work well for the College in credibility to the community, and financially in 
operations. The LERN report suggests that a centralized approach can change this 
situation and create more funds for the College than are currently generated. This 
is a program that has potential for generating a larger share of revenue. The extent 
to which the College will adopt recommendations in the LERN report has yet to 
be determined. 
 
International Education 
One of the major components of the base budget is tuition and fees. Tuition is 
divided into two categories, resident and non-resident. A preliminary budget 
sheet from the Business Office, dated June 7, 2006, shows that approximately 
48% of the tuition dollars in 2006 were paid by non-residents (Reference 3D:08). 
The International Education unit is responsible for international student recruit-
ment and enrollment. Its tactical plan clearly outlines objectives to improve inter-
national student recruitment, retention, and academic success of international 
students (Reference 3D:09). 
 
College Advancement 
Part of the responsibility of College Advancement is to collaborate with programs 
to improve workforce development, enhance partnerships and community sup-
port, and adopt new funding strategies. Each of these activities has the potential 
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to become a significant revenue stream for the College, and work continues in 
these areas (Reference 3D:10). 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. The Policy, Planning, and Assessment Council’s 
review of academic and support units allows for an assessment of financial as 
well as other planning directions. 
 
However, the College needs to respond to the recommendations in the LERN 
report. If the College decides to adopt the recommendation to centralize Continu-
ing Education and Training, further planning is required. Any transition from a 
decentralized to a centralized model must be done with detailed planning and 
executed to maximize the potential generation of revenue. 
 
Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.D.1.c. When making short-range financial plans, the institution considers 
its long-range financial priorities to assure financial stability. The institution 
clearly identifies and plans for payment of liabilities and future obligations. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

Short-range financial planning is based on the tactical plans. The combined allo-
cation of all the tactical plans must fall within available dollars. The College 
projects anticipated costs for the year, and all major expenses are budgeted up-
front. The major costs include salaries, charges by UH Foundation, risk manage-
ment, Banner (student information system) assessment, and utilities. 
 
After all the major costs are subtracted from the projected base budget, a dollar 
amount to be allocated to Academic Programs and Administrative and Educa-
tional Support Units is determined. Effective fall 2006, the Policy, Planning, and 
Assessment Council reviews allocation to programs and units based upon their 
tactical plan. 
 
The College Business Office continuously tracks all expenditures and revenues. 
Monthly reports are provided to the deans who in consultation with other admin-
istrative staff decide if allocation adjustments to departments and units are 
needed. Adjustments are taken into account by program and unit heads when 
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executing their tactical plan. In some situations, large unanticipated costs or lack 
of available funds can reduce the amount available to programs and units or limit 
their ability to carry out objectives. 
 
The College submits a Biennium Budget request every two years. This request 
takes into account the tactical plans of the College and also takes into account 
large expenses the College anticipates. The College can also submit a Supplemen-
tal Budget Request in years after the Biennium Budget request was submitted. 
This request makes adjustments to the budget base by including requests for 
unanticipated costs or changes in program direction. 
 
In September 2005 the Acting Chancellor shared with the Policy, Planning, and 
Assessment Council priority budget items to be included in the University of 
Hawai‘i Community Colleges Supplement Budget Request for fiscal year 2007 
(Reference 3D:05). The request included funding for increased utility costs, 
program improvements, workforce development, and Native Hawaiian programs. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. With budget decisions based on tactical plans, 
which are in turn based on the long-range strategic plan, the College effectively 
assures financial stability. Long-term payments for liabilities and future obliga-
tions are considered when the College develops its financial plans. 
 
Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.D.1.d. The institution clearly defines and follows its guidelines and proc-
esses for financial planning and budget development, with all constituencies 
having appropriate opportunities to participate in the development of institu-
tional plans and budgets. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

The Policy, Planning, and Assessment Council is the primary body within the 
College that oversees program and unit planning, including budgeting. The 
Council meets monthly and reviews issues related to planning and policy. In 
2004, (as stated several times earlier in this Report) all Academic Programs and 
Administrative and Educational Support Units were required to develop tactical 
plans. 
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The tactical plans were developed in collaboration with members of each respec-
tive program and unit, taking into account the overall mission and goals of the 
College. The Council reviewed each plan. Funding to each program and unit was 
based upon the tactical plans. The Council continues to revisit each plan during a 
yearly review. 
 
Biennium Budget Requests and Supplemental Budget Requests are submitted to 
the University of Hawai‘i System through the Office of Vice President for Com-
munity Colleges. Information for these budget requests is taken from the Policy, 
Planning, and Assessment Council and included in the final submission of these 
requests. The requests also take into account long-range planning based upon the 
College strategic plan. 
 
Self Evaluation 
The College meets the Standard. The College has developed planning cycles that 
inform budget development. From individual members of Academic Programs 
and Administrative and Educational Support Units, who contribute to tactical 
planning, to the College leadership on the Policy, Planning and Assessment 
Council, all constituencies of the campus have the opportunity to participate in 
setting directions and making decisions that fund those directions. 
 
Planning Agenda 
None 
 
 
III.D.2. To assure the financial integrity of the institution and responsible use 
of its financial resources, the financial management system has appropriate con-
trol mechanisms and widely disseminates dependable and timely information 
for sound financial decision making. 
 
III.D.2.a. Financial documents, including the budget and independent audit, 
reflect appropriate allocation and use of financial resources to support student 
learning programs and services. Institutional responses to external audit find-
ings are comprehensive, timely, and communicated appropriately. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

Through appropriate mechanisms for budget control and dissemination of de-
pendable and timely financial information, Kapi‘olani Community College is 
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working to assure its financial integrity and responsible use of its financial re-
sources. 
 
Since 1996, the Financial Management Information System (FMIS) has been in 
place for the University as a mechanism for monitoring revenues and expendi-
tures. At the College level, budgets are monitored by the Fiscal Officer, who 
provides data to the deans. The deans work with department chairs and program 
heads for financial decision-making and budgeting. 
 
New actions are being implemented to address oversight of allocation and use of 
financial resources both at the UH System and College level. In fall 2005, the 
Board of Regents created a new UH position, Vice President for Community 
Colleges. One of the functions of this position is to provide communication 
among campuses and to work towards equity in allocation of funds. In addition, 
in fall 2005, a Vice President for Budget and Finance for the UH System was 
appointed. 
 
Annual financial audits are conducted by externally contracted certified public 
accounting firms. The 2004/2005 audit was conducted by Price Waterhouse 
Coopers (Reference 3D:11). The annual audit is done on the University of Ha-
wai‘i centralized financial accounting system that services each of the ten cam-
puses in the system. As part of the annual financial audit, a separate schedule is 
prepared for each of the Community College campuses to comply with the stan-
dards of accreditation.  
 
The Board of Regents reviews these audit reports annually. The financial audit 
and management responses to any exceptions are reviewed and discussed in 
public sessions. According to the Acting Vice Chancellor for Administrative 
Services, an independent system-wide audit to review FY 2006 will occur during 
fall 2007. 
 
The College asked the Budget Execution Task Force to review budgeting and 
expenditures. In its Phase Two Report, the task force recommended “that conse-
quences to encourage financial prudence be established (or re-established), and 
that these consequences be clear and unequivocal” (Reference 3D:12; also see 
Standard III.D.2.g). 
 
The task force made detailed recommendations for encouraging programs and 
units to strive for sound budget management. In addition, the task force designed 
a tool to allow a unified approach to budget management by the programs and 
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units at the College. The tool is a formula-driven worksheet that will be made 
available online to programs and units. 
 
Current procedures are in place to provide information to department chairs about 
expenditures, but timeliness is an issue. The monthly worksheets are generated 
manually, and mid-month reports are generally not available. Even with the FMIS 
in place, the survey of department chairs for the 2006 Self Study found that de-
partment chairs still have difficulty accessing the information they need (Refer-
ence 3D:13). 
 
The Acting Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services acknowledged that while 
data are available in the FMIS, communication of that data to the department 
chairs needs to be improved. The Acting Vice Chancellor is in the process of 
requesting additional access to the FMIS for all department chairs and unit heads. 
Once access is acquired, the Vice Chancellor will provide training in utilizing the 
system. 
 
The Acting Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services developed an account 
dictionary (a list of account codes) to share with the department chairs (Reference 
3D:14). This dictionary will help prevent errors in identifying funding sources 
when expenditures are posted. Finally, the Information Technology Department 
at UH Mānoa is working on developing a better mechanism that will assist in 
projections and budget maintenance for all campuses system-wide. 
 
Despite this problem of not getting timely information, programs and units do 
provide regular updates to the Policy, Planning, and Assessment Council. Deans 
regularly monitor expenditures and work with the programs and units in helping 
execute their tactical plans. End-of-year budget reports by the Business Office 
reflect program and unit expenditures; areas of concern are discussed in the Pol-
icy, Planning, and Assessment Council. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. Reports generated by the FMIS record alloca-
tions and expenditures by the various fund categories for each of the Academic 
Programs and Administrative and Educational Support Units. External audits are 
conducted regularly, ensuring that financial transactions and records are accurate 
and compliant with existing policies. External audits have not resulted in findings 
specifically against the College. 
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Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.D.2.b. Appropriate financial information is provided throughout the institu-
tion. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

The financial data in the Financial Management Information System and various 
documents related to the budget are available for review and are disseminated 
monthly to deans and department chairs by the Fiscal Officer (References 3D:15, 
3D:16, 3D:17, 3D:18, 3D:19, 3D:20, and 3D:21). Department chairs are aware of 
the financial structure of the College and are involved in the budget process. 
 
However, as the Faculty Senate Budget Committee FY 2002-03 Report indicated, 
the primary area of concern is “the lack of access to accurate and timely informa-
tion that inhibits the ability of units and departments to manage their budget with 
a degree of confidence. There is a sense of not knowing the status of accounts on 
a day-to-day basis or even on a quarterly basis” (Reference 3D:22). 
 
This situation has been confirmed by the results of the 2006 Self Study Survey of 
Chairs––89% of chairs reported to “not getting a budget that is understandable 
enough to manage,” and 67% claimed that the “process by which the department 
budget gets finalized is unknown” (Reference 3D:13). 
 
The budget controls within the Financial Management Information System are 
not conducive to the College budgeting process. The FMIS was designed as a 
system tool and does not take into account campus-specific funding management. 
Due to the complicated nature of managing different funding sources, each with 
its own set of rules and regulations, programming budget amounts in a single 
system to be monitored electronically is difficult. The budget is monitored manu-
ally through monthly reports, which are sometimes too late to provide control. 
Because of this, problems can arise in two areas: 1) cash flow and 2) having 
enough money of the correct source to match the need. 
 
In recognition of these concerns, the Budget Execution Task Force Phase Two 
Report has made detailed recommendations for developing a unified budgeting 
process and timeline (Reference 3D:12). The Report also advised consolidating 
all budget documents in one location (Quill) for easy access, and providing train-
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ing to heads of academic programs and support units on how to understand and 
use the financial information. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College partially meets the Standard. Monthly reports are provided to the 
deans. However, at the department chair and unit head level, the reports are hard 
to understand and access to information in FMIS at their current level is confus-
ing. 
 
The dissemination of appropriate financial information throughout the College in 
an appropriate manner continues to be an ongoing issue. The Faculty Senate 
Budget Committee Report 2002-03 identified this issue of concern (Reference 
3D:22). The Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services through the Fiscal 
Officer should provide appropriate financial information throughout the institu-
tion in accordance with the following recommendations of the Budget Execution 
Task Force Phase II Report (Reference 3D:12). 
 

• Consolidate current budget documents in one location (Quill recom-
mended) for open review; 

• Conduct regular budget presentations open to campus and especially to the 
Faculty Senate Budget Committee; 

• Offer budget training to department chairs and unit heads starting spring 
2006; and 

• Develop an online budget-training module with support of the Center for 
Excellence in Learning, Teaching, and Technology. 

 
Planning Agenda 

The Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services will review the recommenda-
tions in the Budget Execution Task Force Phase II Report and plan changes ac-
cordingly. 
 
 
III.D.2.c. The institution has sufficient cash flow and reserves to maintain 
stability, strategies for appropriate risk management, and realistic plans to meet 
financial emergencies and unforeseen occurrences. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

According to the Acting Chancellor of the College, State funding has continued 
to decrease across the board since 1995, and this decrease has affected all of the 
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University’s programs. Over the 10-year period (1995-2005), General Funds for 
the University from the State Legislature have decreased from 90% of the 
Kapi‘olani CC budget to 40% of the budget. Restructuring and further restructur-
ing have resulted in major changes in financial planning. 
 
These changes have resulted in the need to seek other sources of revenue such as 
continuing education offerings, increasing grant monies, and international con-
tracts (Reference 3D:18). Raising the tuition has also assisted in increasing fi-
nances since the Colleges can retain tuition monies. Information about these 
items is disseminated by the Fiscal Officer in a monthly report “Revenue Expen-
diture Report by Departments” (Reference 3D:19). 
 
The College is supported by and dependent upon multiple sources of revenue. 
The revenue categories include State of Hawai‘i General Funds, tuition and fees, 
continuing education, grants and contributions from the public (individuals and 
corporations), revolving funds, and income from Summer Sessions (Reference 
3D:06). 
 
The College continues to have difficulties with limited General Fund support for 
the University of Hawai‘i, and this situation is outside the direct control of the 
College. Revenues from tuition have been increasing as tuition rates have been 
raised, as enrollments have been steady, and as programs––such as continuing 
education and Summer Sessions––have been expanded or new programs started. 
The College has been actively and successfully pursuing support in donations and 
grants. 
 
Increases from non-general fund sources, particularly tuition, have enabled the 
College to maintain and even increase the level of service provided to the com-
munity. As many programs are operating at or near capacity, future increases will 
be constrained by physical limitations associated with the campus. 
 
The College subscribes to the Unrestricted Fund Reserve Policy developed by the 
University of Hawai‘i Community Colleges (Reference 3D:18). The General 
Reserve Parameters are set at 3% of the unrestricted funds expenditures for the 
fiscal year. In 2005 the College fell short of the 3% reserves required due to the 
College being unable to reserve General Funds. 
 
In addition, as stated in the Budget Execution Task Force Phase Two Report, the 
Acting Chancellor has mandated that a reserve of 1% be set aside in a special 
fund named the “Health and Safety Fund” to be used in case of emergencies or 
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unexpected expenses (Reference 3D:12). This mandate represents a new effort to 
set aside specific funds during the budgeting process so that additional reserves 
will be available. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. In spite of decreasing support from the State, the 
College maintains adequate financial resources to fund its operations. Tuition and 
other sources of revenue have been sufficient to offset the declining state appro-
priation and sufficient to allow the College to generally maintain the necessary 
reserves. 
 
Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.D.2.d. The institution practices effective oversight of finances, including 
management of financial aid, grants, externally funded programs, contractual 
relationships, auxiliary organizations or foundations, and institutional invest-
ments and assets. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

The Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services oversees the Business Office. 
The Vice Chancellor and the Business Office ensure that the College follows all 
federal, State, and University policies in managing and expending financial re-
sources. In addition, several offices at the UH System level still maintain over-
sight of all financial transactions, accounts, and assets. This centralization of 
oversight was implemented to ensure uniformity and efficiency in exercising 
control. 
 
The UH Office of Research Services is responsible for all external funding pro-
grams and revenue-generating contractual relationships for the entire university. 
A number of externally funded programs are in progress at the College (Refer-
ence 3D:23). A project director manages grant finances (e.g., the ongoing five-
year Title III grant) as mandated. All grants have an identified principal investiga-
tor who, along with the respective dean, oversees the grant. 
 
The Financial Aid Office at the College is managed through the Kekaulike Infor-
mation and Service Center. A variety of services related to financial aid, educa-
tion loans, and scholarships are offered to students. To ensure sound management  
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of funds disbursement, an independent auditor audits the Financial Aid Office at 
the College annually. 
 
The Treasury Office at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa ensures institutional 
investments. Funds are transferred daily from the College to the Treasury Office. 
 
To assist with grants development and management, a new Grants Management 
Analyst position in the College Business Office will contribute to managing and 
clarifying grants. The Budget Execution Task Force Phase Two report recognizes 
the complexities of managing grants. The Report recommends that the current 
Grants Development Office become the Grants Development and Management 
Office, where all activities, including administration, management, procedural 
requirements and budgeting, be housed and where support for applying for all 
grants be offered. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. The College has in place the requisite mecha-
nisms to ensure the effective management of external sources of revenue and has 
access to offices that provide support to the whole of the UH System 
 
The College must decide if the Grants Development Office will become the 
Grants Development and Management Office. 
 
Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.D.2.e. All financial resources, including those from auxiliary activities, 
fund-raising efforts, and grants are used with integrity in a manner consistent 
with the mission and goals of the institution. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

Kapi‘olani Community College has a Fund Development Officer, funded par-
tially by the UH Foundation. The Officer coordinates fund-raising activities for 
the College through the Office of the Chancellor. All funds generated are handled 
through the UH Foundation, following established policies and procedures in 
accordance with the guidelines of Account Administrative Policies (Reference 
3D:24). 
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Fund-raising efforts are conducted by individual programs of the College through 
the Office of the Chancellor. Fund-raising activities include the following: schol-
arship appeals, an annual faculty and staff-development breakfast, and special 
activities for such groups as student clubs. 
 
Grants and restricted funds must be used in accordance with all regulations, 
internal restrictions, and laws governing the agreements. 
 
The Board of Regents and the State Legislature require that the UH Foundation 
have an annual audit by external auditors. 
 
The College aligns all grant applications with the tactical plans of Academic 
Programs and Administrative and Educational Support Units or with the College 
strategic plan. The Director of Planning and Grant Development evaluates all 
grant applications before departments submit them. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. College fundraising efforts are tied to tactical 
plans, all of which support the strategic plan. Fundraising efforts are aligned with 
the goals of the institution. 
 
Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.D.2.f. Contractual agreements with external entities are consistent with the 
mission and goals of the institution, are governed by institutional policies, and 
contain appropriate provisions to maintain the integrity of the institution. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

Along with the six other community colleges in the University of Hawai‘i, 
Kapi‘olani Community College administers contracts with several external enti-
ties. The Associate Vice President for Community College Academic Affairs and 
the Associate Vice President for Community College Administrative Affairs 
provide institutional policies and maintain the integrity and reputation of the 
University of Hawai‘i Community Colleges in contractual agreements with exter-
nal entities. 
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The UH System Vice President for Budget and Finance and the Chief Financial 
Officer ensure fiscal accuracy of all agreements. Signatory authority for all con-
tractual agreements rests with the director of one of these offices. In unusual 
situations, the Vice President for Community Colleges may sign the agreement. 
 
Contractual Agreements that generate revenues to the University of Hawai‘i are 
reviewed by the UH Office of Research Services and are signed by its director. 
Such agreements include federal and training grants. Contractual agreements in 
which the University pays for services rendered are reviewed by the Office of 
Procurement, Real Property, and Risk Management and are signed by its director. 
 
Such activities of engaging with an external entity for contractual agreement are 
defined in the tactical plans of programs and units, or approved by the College 
administration. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. The alignment of contractual agreements with 
the College mission and goals is attained through integration with the tactical 
plans. Contractual agreements are subject to UH System policies and to oversight 
by UH System staff, thereby ensuring that the College maintains its integrity in 
contractual agreements. 
 
Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.D.2.g. The institution regularly evaluates its financial management proc-
esses, and the results of the evaluation are used to improve financial manage-
ment systems. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

In 2002 and 2003, the Faculty Senate Budget Committee reviewed the College 
budget process. A final report was submitted in May 2003 (Reference 3D:22). 
The report contained several recommendations that the committee felt could help 
the College better manage its budget. 
 
In September 2005, the Acting Chancellor directed the Budget Execution Task 
Force to begin phase two of its work and take into account the information and 
recommendations of the following 1) the August 30, 2005, Budget Execution 
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Task Force Report, 2) the directives outlined in the Acting Chancellor’s August 
26, 2005, memo regarding budget execution and related matters for FY 2006, and 
3) the recommendations from the 2003 Faculty Senate Budget Committee. 
 
The result was the Report of the Budget Execution Task Force Phase Two Report 
(Reference 3D:12). In this report all recommendations from the 2003 Faculty 
Senate Budget Committee were addressed. The new recommendations out of the 
Budget Execution Task Force Phase Two Report were mentioned throughout this 
Standard and are either being addressed or considered for planning and imple-
mentation. 
 
The College has an ongoing interest in ensuring financial management. With the 
changing budget climate within the last ten years resulting in reduced revenues 
appropriated by the State Legislature, the College continues to evaluate financial 
management and adjust accordingly.  
 
Budget allocation and budget request decisions are made in consultation with the 
Policy, Planning, and Assessment Council, as described elsewhere in this Stan-
dard. The institutional policy that outlines the roles and functions of the Council 
(K1.120) also includes a provision for assessing the effectiveness of the operation 
of the Council. This provision covers the Council’s role in financial management. 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. In addition to the ongoing review by the Faculty 
Senate Budget Committee and the work of the Budget Execution Task Force, the 
College has in place a mechanism to regularly assess the functioning of its finan-
cial management processes through the assessment of the Policy, Planning, and 
Assessment Council. 
 
Planning Agenda 

None 
 
 
III.D.3. The institution systematically assesses the effective use of financial 
resources and uses the results of the evaluation as the basis for improvement. 
 
Descriptive Summary 

The College assesses the use of financial resources through several avenues. 
Several programs in the College undergo regular professional accreditation re-
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views http://kcc.hawaii.edu/object/programaccreditation.html).This process re-
quires the programs to evaluate their performance and in so doing assess financial 
resources. Improvement to the programs comes out of the self evaluation and 
through recommendations of the reviewing body. 
 
Programs also undergo regular program reviews within the College, with the last 
program-review report completed in 2006. This report covered the three years 
starting in 2003 (http://quill.kcc.hawaii.edu/object/progreview.html). The reviews 
cover such topics as accomplishments, measures of performance, program effi-
ciency, outcomes, and planning. Any changes to the programs or areas identified 
as being deficient will be addressed in the next tactical plan, which will include 
an explanation of the resources necessary to implement improvement. The Policy, 
Planning, and Assessment Council reviews tactical plans annually. 
 
The Budget Execution Task Force Phase Two Report identifies a department 
budget-management tool. This new tool will allow the budgeting process to be 
standardized across programs, and be directly tied to results of program reviews. 
Key indicators that define academic parameters will be part of the tool, and 
changing the value of these key indicators will be reflected in financial projec-
tions. This tool will allow programs not only to assess past performances but will 
also project future finances based upon the academic parameters 
(http://iro.kcc.hawaii.edu/budget.html). 
 
Self Evaluation 

The College meets the Standard. The integration of program review and tactical 
planning allows the departments and units of the College to tie the use of finan-
cial resources to ongoing program improvement, including the improvement of 
the use of resources. 
 
Planning Agenda 

None 
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